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Abstract
Traditional theory and practice of write-ahead logging and of database recovery focus on three
failure classes: transaction failures (typically due to deadlocks) resolved by transaction rollback;
system failures (typically power or software faults) resolved by restart with log analysis, “redo,” and
“undo” phases; and media failures (typically hardware faults) resolved by restore operations that
combine multiple types of backups and log replay.
The recent addition of single-page failures and of single-page recovery has opened new
opportunities far beyond its original aim of immediate, lossless repair of single-page wear-out in novel
or traditional storage hardware. In the contexts of system and media failures, efficient single-page
recovery enables on-demand incremental “redo” and “undo” as part of system restart or media restore
operations. This can give the illusion of practically instantaneous restart and restore: instant restart
permits processing new queries and updates seconds after system reboot and instant restore permits
resuming queries and updates on empty replacement media as if those were already fully recovered.
In the context of node and network failures, instant restart and instant restore combine to enable
practically instant failover from a failing database node to one holding merely an out-of-date backup
and a log archive, yet without loss of data, updates, or transactional integrity.
In addition to these instant recovery techniques, the discussion introduces self-repairing indexes
and much faster offline restore operations, which impose no slowdown in backup operations and hardly
any slowdown in log archiving operations. The new restore techniques also render differential and
incremental backups obsolete, complete backup commands on a database server practically instantly,
and even permit taking full up-to-date backups without imposing any load on the database server.
Compared to the first version of this paper, this second version adds sections on applications of
single-page repair, instant restart, single-pass restore, and instant restore. Moreover, it adds sections
on instant failover among nodes in a cluster, applications of instant failover, recovery for file systems
and data files, and the performance of instant restart and instant restore.
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Preface
It has been a pleasure developing and compiling this set of concepts and techniques in order to
make them available to researchers and software developers around the world. While the foundation
of the presented techniques is write-ahead logging as commonly found in database management
systems, the techniques and their advantages apply similarly to key-value stores, file systems with
journaling, etc. – in other words, to all storage management layers for important and big data.In all
these system, write-ahead logging can enable efficient single-page repair after a localized data loss,
system restart after a software crash, and media restore after a failure in the storage hardware or
firmware. Instead of copying each data page to multiple devices, as many file storage systems do today
in order to achieve high availability, only a single copy is required plus a log of changes.
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1 Introduction
Modern hardware differs from hardware of 25 years ago, when many of the database recovery
techniques used today were designed. Current hardware includes high-capacity, high-density disks
with single-page failures due to cross-track effects, e.g., in shingled or overlapping recording,
semiconductor storage with single-page failures due to localized wear-out, large memory and large
buffer pools with many pages and therefore many dirty pages and long restart recovery after system
failures, and high-capacity storage devices and therefore long restore recovery after media failures.
For example1, some of today’s servers have 1 TB (240 B) of volatile memory, equal to over 100
million (227) pages of 8 KB (2 13 B). If 3% (~2−5) of these pages are dirty at the time of a system crash,
“redo” recovery must inspect and recover several million (222) pages. Even if 16 (24) devices can each
serve 250 (28) I/O operations per second, the “redo” phase alone of restart recovery takes about 15
minutes (210 seconds). Fewer or slower devices or skew in the access pattern increase “redo” and “undo”
times. In contrast, instant restart enables new transactions concurrently to “redo” and “undo”
recovery, i.e., several minutes earlier. For a real-world example of the need for fast restart with large
memory, some companies see themselves forced to invent special techniques even for clean shutdown
and restart, specifically for software upgrades [GCG 14].
As another example, some of today’s storage devices hold 4 TB (242 B) of data and transfer data at
250 MB/s (228 B/s). Taking or restoring a full backup takes about 4½ hours (214 seconds). Traditional
media recovery starts with a full restore and then requires replaying the recovery log gathered since
the last backup, often for many hours. In contrast, instant restore enables transaction processing
during the entire restore operation, even permitting active transactions to resume after a very short
delay (about a second) rather than abort and eventually restart hours later.
Data and indexes in non-volatile memory do not solve this issue. On one hand, failures and data
loss are still possible, albeit with different specific failure modes due to different hardware
characteristics. On the other hand, if database backups and log archives reside on traditional disk
storage, e.g., in RAID-6 configurations, restore operations and log replay remain limited in bandwidth
and take just as long as disk-to-disk recovery. Given the difference in cost per byte for traditional disks
and for non-volatile memory, it will be a long time before database backups and log archives will
routinely be stored in non-volatile memory.
This paper covers techniques that seem more appropriate for contemporary hardware. It employs
and builds on many proven techniques, in particular write-ahead logging, checkpoints, and log
archiving. The foundation are two new ideas. First, single-page failures and single-page recovery
[GK 12] enable incremental recovery fast enough to run on demand without imposing major delays in
query and transaction processing. Second, log archiving not only compresses the log records but also
partially sorts the log archive, which enables multiple access patterns, all reasonably efficient. In other
words, the contributions of “instant recovery” are ubiquitous fine-grained on-demand recovery and a
novel data organization of log archives that permits both efficient archiving, i.e., creation of the log
archive, and efficient restore operations, i.e., usage of the log archive2.
These foundations are exploited for incremental recovery actions executing on demand, in
particular after system failures (producing an impression of “instant restart”) and after media failures
(“instant restore”). In addition to incremental recovery, new techniques speed up offline backup and
offline restore operations. In particular, differential and incremental backups become obsolete and full
backups can be created efficiently without imposing any load on the active server process.
This example as well as the following one rely on simple calculations and assumed system
parameters. Their purpose is to illustrate orders of magnitude rather than precise values. Readers are
welcome to repeat the calculations with alternative parameters or formulas more realistic and more
accurate for their computer systems.
2 We use the term “instant” not in an absolute meaning but a relative one, i.e., in comparison to prior
techniques. This is like instant coffee, which is not absolutely instantaneous but only relative to
traditional techniques of coffee preparation. The reader’s taste and opinion must decide whether
instant coffee actually is coffee. Instant recovery, however, is true and reliable recovery from system
and media failures, with guarantees as strong as those of traditional recovery techniques.
1
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Like practically all work on write-ahead logging and recovery using database logs, the new designs
assume that recovery log and log archive are “stable storage,” i.e., free of defects and safe from data
loss. With recovery log and log archive much smaller than databases and database backups, it seems
reasonable to employ highly reliable, available, and redundant hardware as stable storage. The new
techniques can recover reliably and efficiently from data loss in databases and backups (assuming
older backups are still available) but not from data loss in recovery log and log archive.
The problem of out-of-date recovery methods for today’s hardware exists equally for file systems,
databases, key-value stores, and contents indexes in information retrieval and internet search.
Similarly, the techniques and solutions discussed below apply not only to databases, even if they are
often discussed using database terms, but also to file systems, key-value stores, and contents indexes.
In other words, the problems, techniques, and solutions apply to practically all persistent digital
storage technologies that employ write-ahead logging.
The following section sketches the assumed system context and then reviews related prior work
and its influence on instant recovery. Section 3 reviews the first step toward seemingly instantaneous
recovery, i.e., single-page failures and single-page recovery, and then Section 4 introduces applications
of single-page recovery after possibly deliberate introduction of single-page failures in the form of outof-date pages on persistent storage. Section 5 focuses on instant recovery after a system failure, i.e.,
restart after a software crash, and Section 6 suggests applications of instant restart. Section 7
introduces new techniques for offline restore operations and Section 8 introduces applications of the
new restore techniques, including “instant backup” techniques that prepare a full and current backup
in seconds rather than hours. Section 9 introduces “instant restore” techniques for high-availability
recovery from media failures and Section 10 describes specific applications of instant restore.
Section 11 considers multiple failure including media failures during system restart and system
failures during media restore operations. Section 12 combines single-page repair, instant restart,
single-pass restore, and instant restore into a design for instant failover; with Section 13 covering
some applications of instant failover. Section 14 extends the recovery techniques from databases to file
systems including data pages that lack page headers and thus PageLSN values. Section 15 gives some
illustrative performance examples, in particular for instant restart, single-pass restore, and instant
restore. The final section offers a summary of the work.

2 Related prior work
Instant recovery and related techniques employ a wide variety of established techniques for
transactions, concurrency control, logging, and recovery [HR 83]. The following discussion covers the
principal ones among them: the set of techniques known as ARIES; traditional techniques for restart,
backup, and restore operations; database maintenance with allocation-only logging; and system
transactions as a special form of open nested transactions.

2.1 System model
The following discussions assume a simple database system or key-value store implemented on a
conventional computer system. The principal hardware assumptions include page-access persistent
storage and a buffer pool in volatile memory. Moreover, there is no hardware or software replication
or mirroring, except that storage of log records is very reliable. The required “stable storage” is often
realized by mirrored storage just for the recovery log and, if one exists, the log archive. The techniques
in this paper do not address failures in the recovery log or in the log archive, instead assuming the
fiction of “stable storage” just like prior research and commercial work on database recovery. Similarly,
the techniques in this paper do not address memory failures, i.e., correctness of volatile memory such
as traditional DRAM.
The only form of redundant storage is write-ahead logging supporting transactions, commit log
records, in-place updates of pages and records, “exactly once” log records including compensation log
records, and checkpoints. Transactions support all ACID properties: atomicity (“all or nothing”),
consistency, isolation (concurrency control), and durability (persistence). The software must guarantee
failure atomicity even in cases of transaction failures (rollback), system failures (e.g., operating system
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crash), media failures (e.g., head scratch), and single-page failures (e.g., local wear). Concurrency
control may employ page-level locking but also record-level locking, key-value locking, and key-range
locking.
Figure 1 illustrates the principal data structures participating in update processing, system
restart after system failures, and restore operations after media failures. Transaction logic modifies
images of database pages in the buffer pool and writes appropriate log records to the recovery log.
Database backups provide long-term storage for database contents and the log archive provides longterm storage for log records. In case of a system failure, system restart ensures up-to-date buffer pool
contents from the available database and the recovery log, along with other server state in the
transaction manager and the lock manager. In case of a media failure, restore operations combine
database backups and log archive into an up-to-date replacement database. Verbs associated with the
arrows are (counter-clockwise from the top) to log updates and to apply log records, to read and write
database pages, to back up the database, to restore a database backup, to replay the log, and to archive
the log.

Figure 1. System model and update progagation.
Any or all of the data structures in Figure 1 could reside in non-volatile memory. For the time
being, the difference in latency between traditional and non-volatile memory suggests a buffer pool in
traditional memory even for persistent data in non-volatile memory. For buffer pool management as
well as for fault containment and efficient repair, page-like containers will move between traditional
memory and non-volatile memory. The difference in cost (per capacity) between traditional disk and
non-volatile memory suggests database backups and log archive on traditional disks or disk arrays.
The recovery log is the best and the database is the next-best candidate for non-volatile memory. In
order to use non-volatile memory as effectively as possible, log records in non-volatile memory will
migrate quickly to the log archive and only “warm” database pages will reside in non-volatile memory,
with hot pages in traditional memory and cold pages on flash or disk media. Note that references
among pages both in traditional and non-volatile memory may employ virtual memory pointers rather
than traditional database addresses such as page identifiers on disk. With respect to the recovery
topics covered here, non-volatile memory will not invalidate the system model of Figure 1 and the new
techniques readily apply to systems with non-volatile memory, e.g., instant restart and instant restore
using write-ahead logging rather than redundant mirrors. For the foreseeable future, multiple copies
(mirrors) of entire databases in non-volatile memory will be cost-effective only for extremely
specialized applications.
In a distributed system or a cluster, the techniques below apply to each node or instance. Database
replication, e.g., to multiple nodes in a cluster, is no longer required if recovery from system and media
failures is nearly instantaneous and if database backups and log archives are reliable, e.g., by
redundancy in disk arrays. Instant failover, i.e., new cross-node recovery techniques, eschews
continuous updates to multiple database copies and instead relies on techniques from instant restart
and instant restore based on continuous log shipping (Section 12).

2.2 ARIES
ARIES [MHL 92] is commonly used for logging and recovery in databases and other data
management software. It relies on write-ahead logging [G 78]. In prior designs, a failed transaction
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rolls back by reverting database pages to their prior state. This approach does not work correctly if
two transactions update the same page concurrently; thus, prior designs force page-level locking. In
contrast, ARIES enables fine granularities of locking, e.g., row-level locking (ARIES/IM [ML 92]) and
key-value locking (ARIES/KVL [M 90]). Transaction rollback is logical, i.e., it performs the reversing
update and writes a compensation log record.
Each log record describing a transaction update points to the most recent prior log record of the
same transaction. Each compensation log record includes a field called “next undo lsn” (a log sequence
number is the address of a log record within the recovery log), which guides rollback after an
interruption, e.g., a system failure during transaction rollback. Each database page contains a
PageLSN field that indicates the most recent log record reflected in the page image, enabling “exactly
once” application of log records to database pages.

Figure 2. Write-ahead logging and compensation log records.
Figure 2 shows log records for a transaction that first updates two records in a database, then
decides to abort, therefore logs two rollback actions, and finally commits. The initial log records contain
both “redo” and “undo” information, i.e., both new values and old values. The decision to abort the
transaction does not require a log record; due to “all or nothing” failure atomicity, any transaction and
its updates are invalid until the recovery log contains a commit log record for the transaction. The
rollback log records, called “compensation log records” in ARIES, can refer to the original log records
for some or all of the required “undo” information. In some cases, the rollback is logical. For example,
if the original update modified a b-tree entry and then another transaction moves this entry to another
page as part of a node split, rolling back the original update requires updating a page other than the
original one. Thus, ARIES compensation log records always contain all information required to repeat
a rollback action and do not point to the original log record. Instead, they point to the preceding log
record with their “next undo lsn” field. The final log record in Figure 2 completes the transaction abort.
The example recovery log shows it as a commit log record because the transaction leaves no updates
in the database after rolling back each of its updates; in that sense, there is no difference between
commit and abort. Differently from a successful transaction, the database can acknowledge
transaction abort to the user or application immediately without waiting for this commit log record to
reach stable storage.
ARIES “top-level actions” are quite similar to “open nested transactions” [M 06]. They run on
behalf of a user transaction and in the same thread yet their results are visible to other threads and
transactions and they do not roll back when the user transaction rolls back. They are extremely useful
for contents-neutral database maintenance, e.g., splitting a b-tree node, and in many ways similar to
system transactions described in Section 2.8.
Numerous papers augment and optimize the original ARIES design. For example, the “commit
lsn” technique [M 90b] permits omission of (read-only) locking and even latching for database pages
unmodified for longer than the age of the oldest active transaction – if a database page has not been
modified concurrently to any active transaction, then no active transaction can hold an exclusive lock
on the page. Another optimization for “fast availability during restart” [M 93] permits new
transactions very quickly after a system failure and restart – based on the “commit lsn” technique, it
gives access to all database pages except those updated recently, which may well be the application’s
working set.
A notable extension of ARIES by others than the original authors is “C-ARIES” (concurrent ARIES
recovery) [SK 07]. In that design, both “redo” and “undo” partition their work by database page, with
a thread per page and all pages in recovery at the same time. Individual pages become available to
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new transactions as threads complete their work. Concerns with this design include massive resource
usage (many threads), completion in random order (as threads finish; not as needed by new user
transactions), and restriction to page-level locking without support for record-level locking or keyvalue locking in b-tree indexes.

2.3 Restart after a system failure
Traditional recovery from a system failure (e.g., a crash of the operating system) proceeds in three
phases: log analysis, physical “redo,” and logical “undo” by compensation. Log analysis and “redo” may
use the same log scan, but there are good reasons for separate scans and phases. Log analysis without
immediate “redo” is very quick as it merely reads the log sequentially, whereas “redo” performance is
limited by many random reads in the database.

Figure 3. Example recovery log.
Figure 3 shows an example recovery log, extended from the example in Figure 2. In addition to log
records describing updates of database pages and records (each with a transaction identifier T1 or T2),
this recovery log contains a database checkpoint, a write confirmation, and a transaction end after
successful transaction rollback. Updates and rollback actions are associated with specific transactions;
checkpoints and write actions describe server activity and thus have no associated transactions.
Log analysis scans all log records from the most recent checkpoint to the system failure.
Information in the checkpoint initializes some server state, in particular in the transaction manager,
the lock manager, and the buffer pool. In its scan, log analysis finds additional active transactions,
identifies committed transactions (“winner” transactions), and ends with a list of incomplete
transactions (“loser” transactions). In addition, it builds a list of pages possibly in need of “redo”
recovery (“in-doubt” pages). Some database systems log completed writes to the database, which
permits the log analysis logic to remove entries from this list of in-doubt database pages – Figure 3
shows an example log record for database page 7.
The “redo” phase ensures that database pages reflect all log records prior to the system failure
(physical “redo”). The “undo” phase then rolls back all incomplete transactions, including those that
started prior to the most recent checkpoint. Rollback compensates or “updates back” what these
transactions modified in the database. For example, a node split in a b-tree may have moved a record
from one page to another between initial update (during forward processing or “redo” recovery) and
compensating update (logical “undo”). Of course, these cases can only occur with a fine granularity of
locking, i.e., record-level locking (or key-value locking in indexes, or key-range locking in b-tree
indexes) rather than page-, index-, or table-level locking.
After all recovery phases are complete, most systems take a checkpoint and then admit new
transactions. With lock acquisition in the “redo” phase, new transactions may overlap the “undo” phase
[MHL 92]. A refinement of this work [M 93] permits new transactions earlier, i.e., even during the
“redo” phase, but only if they do not touch database pages that might require “redo” recovery, which
is determined using the PageLSN of the database page and a global variable “commit lsn.” If a new
transaction attempts to access a page possibly in need of “redo” recovery, the transaction must abort
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or wait until recovery is complete. In contrast, the techniques of Section 5 permit new transactions to
query and update any database page, including those affected by “redo” and “undo” recovery.

Figure 4. Traditional restart phases.
Figure 4 illustrates the three phases of traditional restart after a crash, i.e., recovery from a system
failure, and some typical durations. The first phase reads the recovery log written before the crash,
starting with the most recent completed checkpoint and ending with the last log record. This phase is
very short because it does not read database pages and it does not write new log records. Moreover,
the frequency of checkpoints during transaction processing controls the duration of log analysis after
a crash. The first phase may end with taking a new checkpoint. The second phase scans the pre-crash
recovery log again, reads database pages into the buffer pool, and ensures that page images in the
database or at least in the buffer pool reflect all pre-crash updates. This phase takes much longer due
to random I/O in the database, although frequent checkpoints can limit its duration. The third phase
scans the pre-crash recovery log backward, starting with the last log record, and rolls back loser
transactions. The duration or size (count of log records) of the loser transactions controls the duration
of the “undo” phase. The frequency of checkpoints has no effect. New checkpoints are possible
throughout the “redo” and “undo” phases.
Shore [CDF 94, JPH 09] uses unique logic during the “undo” phase, which avoids the need for
backward scan logic. It rolls back all actions of loser transactions in the reverse order of original
execution. It does not roll back one transaction at a time. Instead, Shore rolls back transactions in an
interleaved schedule, precisely reversing their pre-crash history. The control logic of rollback traverses
the per-transaction linked lists of log records for all failed transactions and merges them, using a
priority queue quite similar to the merge logic in an external merge sort.
Shore code comments mention this specific concern against rolling back one loser transaction at a
time during system restart: rollback of a deletion may fail if an insertion has taken up the space and
the database may have no further free space available for the re-insertion reversing the deletion. There
might have been alternative solutions for this specific issue, e.g., use of ghost records with system
transactions reclaiming the space only after user transactions end. Transactions growing and
shrinking records can create a very similar problem. A possible solution is “ghost space” within
database records such that user transactions only modify allocated space, delegating all allocation
operations to system transactions, which never require rollback if a single log record describes the
entire system transaction including its commit. Moreover, if this concern is real for transaction-bytransaction rollback during restart, it seems that a particularly unfortunate sequence of transaction
aborts might create the same problem even without system failure and restart. In other words, solving
this problem only for restart is not sufficient.
The root cause of these concerns is rollback of multiple failed transactions in an unpredictable
order different from the reverse of their original schedule. A possible remedy is to delegate all space
management to system transactions, permitting user transactions only to modify allocated space. This
must range from a few bytes within a record (perhaps named “ghost space”) to records within a page
(known as ghost records or “pseudo-deleted” records) and to entire indexes in a database: index
removal only marks the index a ghost such that one or more system transactions can return all the
index pages to free space management. If so, user transactions can roll back in any order without
concerns for space management, for allocation errors, etc. This includes parallel restart recovery using
multiple threads, typically with parallel “redo” by partitioning database pages and parallel “undo” by
partitioning transactions.
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2.4 Database backup and log archive
Traditional strategies against data loss have focused on prevention rather than repair of media
failures. For example, redundancy in the form of disk mirroring (originally known as shadowing
[BG 88] and later as RAID-1 [CLG 94]) or parity (RAID-4/5/6) attempts to prevent media failure visible
to a database system by providing recovery at a lower system level, i.e., storage software or file system.
Nonetheless, computer failures do happen, and database backups are standard operating procedure.
Note that recovery techniques below the database often cannot ensure that the effects of all committed
database transactions are preserved; thus, recovery in the database level is often required for
transactional correctness.
Three forms of backups are commonly used: a full backup saves all allocated database pages, a
differential backup saves all database pages modified since the last full backup, and an incremental
backup saves only those database pages modified since the last backup of any kind. Thus, the size of
a full backup principally equals that of the database, the size of a differential backup grows due to
additional transactional updates, and the size of regular incremental backups is proportional to the
update workload.
Backup operations usually compress their output. This starts with skipping over database pages
not allocated to any table or index and suppressing free space within database pages. For example,
after many random updates, b-tree nodes remain only ~70% full. Thereafter, all standard compression
techniques apply. Compression of backups is not possible in incrementally updated backups, a feature
in a product that overwrites pages in a full backup with page images from an incremental backup.
Backup operations may be offline or online, i.e., permitting concurrent database updates including
start and commit of transactions. Online backup operations also log their start and end. These log
records control compression and aggregation in the log archiving process.
An offline backup captures all database pages at a particular point in time, defined by a single
LSN value. All updates logged prior to that log record are included in the backup, whereas subsequent
updates are not. A restore operation targeting such a backup point requires rollback of incomplete
transactions. The required information is quite similar to that logged in a traditional checkpoint. While
an offline backup operation permits incomplete transactions but no new log records during the backup
operation, an online backup permits new updates and thus extends this point to an interval. All log
records written during an online backup operation must be preserved in order to enable correct log
replay during recovery from any page version that the backup may include. A restore operation must
attempt to apply the log records written during the backup operation.
The three types of database backups also differ in the data structures they require within a
database. A full backup requires only the data structures also needed for free space management.
Differential and incremental backups, however, require additional bitmaps (one bit per database
page). Only a full backup resets the bitmap for differential backups but any backup resets the bitmap
for incremental backups. Online incremental backups require two bitmaps, one guiding the active
backup and one gathering page identifiers for the next incremental backup. When an online
incremental backup fails, these bitmaps must be merged. Efficient non-redundant maintenance of
these bitmaps during transaction processing exploits PageLSN values [MN 93]. Only the first update
after a backup operation needs to modify the bitmap; subsequent updates can compare the PageLSN
value with the LSN values of the relevant backup operations. Note also that these bitmaps and all
logic for maintenance and reset would be obsolete if differential and incremental backups could become
obsolete.
While backups provide long-term storage of the database, the log archive provides long-term
storage of the recovery log. Latency-optimized devices typically hold the recovery log, e.g., flash or soon
non-volatile memory, whereas devices optimized for reliability and cost, e.g., RAID-6 arrays, hold the
log archive. Continuous log archiving permits recycling space on the latency-optimized logging devices.
Traditional log archiving merely copies the recovery log. Standard compression techniques may
reduce bandwidth and space requirements. In addition, log archiving may suppress all information
irrelevant for media recovery, e.g., log records for transaction start and end, transaction identifiers
within log records, “undo” information of committed transactions, server state information such as
checkpoint log records, etc. Gray [G 78] suggests sorting all log records and suppressing all but the
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latest log record for each page, assuming full-page logging (entire database pages in each log record)
and thus page-level locking (not record-level locking or key-value locking).

2.5 Restore after a media failure
After a media failure that lower system levels cannot mask, e.g., RAID arrays, database recovery
based on backups, log archive, and recovery log takes over. Assuming replacement media that are
ready, i.e., formatted but empty, restore operations proceed through a full backup, a differential
backup if available, and incremental backups, followed by replaying the log since the last backup. The
final step is to roll back incomplete transactions.
The “redo” phase of restore operations may need to repeat many hours of archived log records. Due
to the required random I/O operations in the database, log replay may take nearly as many hours as
the original transaction execution. For example, with daily backups, log replay may take close to a
day.
The “undo” phase of restore operations may need to wait until log replay is complete. Thus,
database transactions with locks and pending updates on the failed device may remain suspended for
many hours.

Figure 5. Traditional restore phases.
Figure 5 illustrates typical phases of restore operations. Not all phases are present in all cases; for
example, database administrators use either differential or incremental backups, but not both.
Section 8.4 suggests an alternative to both differential and incremental backups. The initial restore
operation from the most recent full backup can take multiple hours, depending on the capacity and
sustained bandwidth of the failed device. For example, writing with a sustained bandwidth of
100 MB/s for an hour restores 360 GB; a 4 TB device at 250 MB/s requires about 4½ hours. The “redo”
phase, also known as log replay, also can take hours, primarily due to many random I/O operations.
In extreme situations, it can take nearly as much time as transaction processing that wrote the log. In
some cases, it may save time to select log records pertaining to the failed device, sort them by page
identifier, and then apply them in a single sweep over the address space. Gray [G 78] wrote: “For disk
objects, log records can be sorted by cylinder, then track, then sector, then time. … Since it is sorted
by physical address, media recovery becomes a merge of the image dump of the object and its change
accumulation tape.” Gray did not consider differential or incremental backups; if those are sorted by
page identifier, all backups can be merged for a single restore operation. The transactions active at
the time of the device failure must wait for the replacement device and the restore operation; once the
“redo” phase is complete, clean rollback of these transactions becomes possible.
Some database products sort log records in order to speed up log replay after restoring backups3.
They follow and implement Gray’s ideas above, augmenting them with asynchronous bulk read-ahead,
but do not fully exploit the opportunities and techniques essential for single-pass restore, e.g., splitting

In IBM DB2 for z/OS, for example, “Prior to V6, the log apply process was I/O bound. As each log
record was read, the data page it applied to was retrieved from the DB2 buffer pool or read from [disk]
and changed as required ([…]). The next log record was read and the process was repeated, with each
data page read synchronously. Also, because many different log records could apply to the same data
page, pages could be read many times. Fast log apply uses multitasking (one log-read subtask and one
or more log-apply subtasks). List pre-fetch (which can be thought of as an intelligent channel command
word in that non-contiguous pages can be read in one read operation) is used to significantly reduce
synchronous-read operations. Fast log apply also reduces the number of times pages are read by
sorting together groups of log records that apply to the same page or set of pages before applying the
changes.” [S 05]
3
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an external merge sort into run generation during log archiving and merging during restore
(Section 7), or for instant restore, e.g., indexing backups and log archive (Section 9).
Other database products support features somewhat comparable to single-page recovery
(Section 3), but with much simpler and slower functionality. For example, the “restore” command of
Microsoft SQL Server [M 12] permits a set of page identifiers as a selection predicate applied to log
records during a scan of log backups and the recovery log. In other words, single-page recovery is
neither automatic (an explicit command is required) nor efficient (entire logs are scanned, with log
records for all pages on all devices). Microsoft recommends this feature only for small sets of database
pages, certainly not as part of recovery from a media failure as in instant restore (Section 9).

2.6 Mirroring, log shipping, and failover
Traditional techniques for high availability require one or more secondary servers running on
separate nodes in a cluster or in separate failure domains, even in remote data centers. Each secondary
server holds a complete copy of the database and keeps it up-to-date at all times. Maintenance of such
secondary database copies may rely on writing each dirty database page not only to the primary
database copy but also to each secondary copy. Alternatively, the primary database server may send
its log records to all secondary servers, which apply those log records to their local database copy in
continuous log replay and “redo” recovery. Common names for these alternative techniques are
database mirroring and log shipping, respectively. Both techniques require an up-to-date database
and lots of I/O on each secondary server. Log shipping saves network bandwidth by shipping log
records rather than entire database pages but it requires reading database pages in addition to writing
them and it requires processing log records and their “redo” actions.

Figure 6. Traditional log shipping.
Figure 6 illustrates the concept, with a diagonal red line separating the primary and secondary
sites. The primary sites processes updates requested by users and applications, generates log records
and ships them across the network to all secondary sites. Each secondary site reads the required
database pages from its local copy of the database, applies the log record, and writes the modified back
to its local database.
When the primary database server or its network connection fails, a secondary server takes over.
Typically, the new primary server rolls back all incomplete transactions. Failovers that resume active
transactions require not only tight synchronization among servers but also failover of all
communication, connections, and logins. There may be special rules and implementation techniques
for long-running operations that modify the database representation but not its logical contents, e.g.,
index creation or database defragmentation.
When a database update transaction commits on the primary server, one of multiple events may
let its transaction manager acknowledge the commit to the user or application. The most eager
alternative acknowledges the commit immediately when the commit log record is in the local recovery
log. An intermediate alternative acknowledges the commit when one or more secondary servers have
acknowledged receipt of the commit log record. The most conservative alternative acknowledges the
commit only after all secondary servers have written the commit log record to their local copies of the
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recovery log. These choices affect the commit delay as experienced by users and applications as well
as the strength of the transactional durability guarantee in cases of node or network failures.
If a secondary server is under-utilized by merely receiving and applying log records, it can also
serve as primary database server for other database partitions or it can serve as read-only query
processing server based on its local copy of the database. The latter choice can provide scalability even
for databases with complex update workloads that render database partitioning difficult.

2.7 Allocation-only logging
Many database management systems support some database modifications without logging
records and page contents, instead logging only allocation actions and the database updates that bring
newly allocated pages into existing data structures. For example, splitting a b-tree node requires
allocation and formatting of a new page, moving records from the overflowing b-tree node to the new
node, and integrating the new node within the b-tree structure. Allocation-only logging suppresses
detailed logging of record removal in the old node and record insertion in the new node. Instead, the
log record indicates only the page identifiers and the record count or the new boundary key value.
Allocation, formatting, and pointer adjustments within the b-tree write log records as usual, albeit
perhaps with some special compression.
Operations with allocation-only logging are also known as “non-logged operations” or “minimally
logged operations.” In addition to page operations like load balancing among b-tree nodes, it applies
to creation and removal of redundant data structures (e.g., “non-logged index creation”), to loading
new data, and to purging out-of-date data, e.g., in a data warehouse that covers at all times only the
most recent 24 months.
Load operations may employ allocation-only logging only for newly allocated pages. Updates of
pre-existing pages require traditional log records. For example, allocation-only logging applies to a
new leaf node in a b-tree but insertion of a pointer to the new leaf node in a pre-existing branch node
requires a traditional log record. For load operations into non-empty tables, traditional indexes do not
support allocation-only logging. In contrast, partitioned b-trees [G 03] permit allocation-only logging
while loading new data into a dedicated delta partition.

Figure 7. Partitioned b-tree after loading into dedicated delta partitions.
Figure 7 shows a partitioned b-tree as a triangle with individual (root, branch, and leaf) pages
suggested by boxes and the overall b-tree suggested by a triangle. A partitioned b-tree is an ordinary
b-tree except for an artificial leading key field in each record, which serves as partition identifier. All
records with the same partition identifier are contiguous within the b-tree order. Partition boundaries
may or may not coincide with leaf page boundaries. Within each partition, records are sorted according
to the user-defined index key, suggested in Figure 7 by key values aa and zz for partition #0 only. One
of the partitions within the b-tree, which is marked #0 in the diagram and in the artificial leading key
field of all its records, contains all the long-existing data records. A single large load operation has
recently loaded two delta partitions, marked #101 to #102. Their individual sizes reflect the workspace
used for sorting (run generation) within the load operation. Other delta partitions, marked #1 to #3,
hold recent insertions by various small transactions. Among all these partitions, #0 is used in read-
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only mode until a general merge and reorganization operation occurs. As multiple transactions have
modified the pages of partitions #1 to #3, these transactions employed standard locking and logging.
The dedicated delta partitions #101 to #102 may be locked as units, e.g., by key-value locking on
distinct values in the artificial leading key field, and may be loaded with allocation-only logging.
For recovery from system failures, committing load operations with allocation-only logging must
force new data pages to permanent storage. For recovery from media failures, the log archive must
include not only the log records from the recovery log but also the newly allocated data pages. In other
words, until a database backup or the log archive have saved the new data pages, a media failure
implies data loss. For load operations, this is usually an acceptable risk, in particular if the data source
of the load operation remains available.

2.8 System transactions
System transactions modify the physical representation of a database but they must not affect
the logical database contents. In other words, users and applications do not care about system
transactions, whether they are committed or aborted, when and how they are invoked, etc. Users care
only inasmuch as system transactions enable efficient and successful completion of user transactions.
For example, if a user transaction requests an insertion but the appropriate physical location such as
a b-tree leaf lacks sufficient free space, then the user transaction may invoke a system transaction to
create free space by splitting the leaf. After the system transaction logs its changes and commits, the
user transaction can resume and succeed.
When a user transaction invokes a system transaction, it waits for the system transaction to
complete. Thus, the system transaction can run within the same software thread and the invocation
overhead is negligible. Moreover, if concurrency control for data structures (also known as latching)
depends on threads, a system transaction can immediately use latched data structures just like the
user transaction. For example, if a user transaction has latched a b-tree leaf page with insufficient
free space and invoked a system transaction to remedy the situation, there is no need to acquire the
same latch again.
A system transaction must log its database changes, reverse them upon failure, and insert a
commit record into the recovery log upon completion. There is no need, however, to force the commit
record to stable storage upon commit. This is because system transactions are limited to
representation changes, with no change in logical database contents. Thus, users and applications
never rely on completion and durability of system transactions for correct query results or logical
database contents. Forcing their commit records to stable storage would render small system
transactions unacceptably expensive and practically useless; avoiding this expense permits efficient
database implementations with liberal use of small system transactions. In fact, there are cases where
a system transaction may invoke another system transaction, i.e., system transactions may be nested.
4

Invocation source
Database effects
Data location
Scope
Duration
Parallelism
Invocation overhead
Locks
Commit overhead
Logging
4

User transactions
User requests
Logical database contents
Database or buffer pool
Unlimited
Unlimited, until user’s
commit request
Multiple threads possible
New thread
Acquire and retain
Force log to stable storage,
or wait in “group commit”
Full “redo” and “undo”

System transactions
System-internal logic
Physical data structure
In-memory page images
1-3 database pages (usually)
One short critical section
Single thread
Same thread
Test for conflicting locks
No forcing, no waiting
Omit “undo” in many cases

Most of this section is derived from [G 12].
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User transactions
System transactions
Recovery
Backward
Forward or backward
Hardware support
Non-volatile memory
Transactional memory
Table 1. User transactions versus system transactions.
Table 1 lists many of the differences between user transactions and system transactions. More
detail and discussion can be found elsewhere [G 12].
Contrasting system transactions as described above from “top-level actions” in ARIES yields the
following similarities and differences. Both focus on database representation rather than user-visible
contents changes. System transactions require their data in memory, including in-memory images of
disk pages, whereas “top-level actions” have no such requirement, perhaps because it would not have
been acceptable 25 years ago when ARIES was designed. ARIES introduces “instant locks” whereas
system transactions verify an appropriate server state, which may include absence of conflicting locks.
In other words, system transactions retain latches to the end of a critical section and permit retaining
all locks to the end of a transaction. Finally, ARIES top-level actions require dummy log records and
“next undo LSN” backward pointers to skip log records correctly when “undo”ing (compensating) a
user transaction whereas system transactions, by virtue of being separate transactions, require
neither dummy log records nor backward pointers. In summary, system transactions and ARIES toplevel actions are similar in intent and scope but quite different in their details, with system
transactions deriving most of their properties and implementation requirements from the fact that
they are independent transactions.
System transactions should perform all allocation actions, e.g., transfer of page ownership between
free space management and a storage structure, creation and removal of ghost records, growing and
shrinking records, etc. User transactions should merely modify allocated space and existing structures,
e.g., toggling a “ghost bit” in an existing record or using “ghost space” within a record to resize a
variable-size field.

2.9 Summary of prior work
In summary, robust techniques are in daily use for recovery from system and media failures. It
might seem that further improvements are unlikely or of limited value. The following sections aim to
prove this point of view wrong. After a discussion of single-page failures, single-page recovery, and
some specific applications, subsequent sections exploit single-page recovery for on-demand,
incremental recovery from system and media failures, thus enabling the appearance of instant
recovery with new queries and transactions practically immediately after system reboot or media
replacement.

3 Single-page recovery
Modern hardware such as flash storage promises higher performance than traditional hardware
such as rotating magnetic disks. However, it also introduces its own issues such as relatively high
write costs and limited endurance. Techniques such as log-structured file systems and write-optimized
b-trees [G 04] might reduce the effects of high write costs and wear leveling might delay the onset of
reliability problems. Nonetheless, when failures occur, they must be identified and repaired.
Failure of individual pages on storage such as flash is not properly described by any of the
traditional failure classes considered in transaction processing and database systems. Single-page
failures are substantially different from transaction failures, from media failures, and from system
failures. Among those three traditional failure classes, single-page failures are most similar to media
failures. They differ from media failures, however, since only individual pages fail, not an entire device.
Treating one or a few failed pages as a failure of the entire device seems very wasteful. In a system
that relies on flash memory for all its storage, doing so would turn a single-page failure into a systemwide hardware failure. Similarly, in a traditional parallel server with single-disk nodes, a single-page
5

5

Most of this section is derived from [GK 12].
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failure would turn into a node failure. The problem in these cases is that traditional techniques treat
single-page failures as media failures.

3.1 Detection of single-page failures
Every database system includes a consistency check for on-storage data structures, including
indexes, tables, catalogs, free space management, and more. There are many possible causes for
inconsistencies, from hardware defects and firmware defects in networking or storage hardware to
software defects in the database management system, in the operating system, in the storage or
replication software, etc. [M 95]. While some system layers have their own consistency checks, e.g.,
disk drives, those can detect problems only within their own scope and domain. Given how much effort
is spent on consistency checks in product development, in production servers, in user groups, etc., it is
surprising how little research and literature exists on the topic [GS 09].
Another alternative is continuous checking, e.g., upon each I/O operation or even during each rootto-leaf b-tree traversal in an index such as a b-tree. For storage media with endurance concerns and
local failures, e.g., flash storage, each read operation (from storage into the buffer pool) should trigger
consistency checking. If memory errors (and thus the buffer pool) are a concern, each root-to-leaf
traversal should check page consistency, which not only verifies the page contents but also loads it
into the CPU cache such that memory errors do not affect the search within the page. Previous work
[GKK 12, GS 09] determined that the cost of checking fields in the page header is moderate, but that
checking all intra-page invariants including sort order and space management during each root-toleaf traversal is too expensive in all but extreme situations, e.g., during system development and
debugging.

3.2 Recovery for logged updates
Single-page recovery uses a page image in a backup and the history of the page as captured in the
recovery log, specifically the “redo” portions of log records pertaining to the specific database page.
Efficient access to all relevant log records requires a pointer to the most recent log record and, within
each log record, a pointer to the prior one.
The original proposal for single-page failures suggests a “page recovery index” for each database
or each table space. With an index entry for each page in the database or table space, an entry in the
page recovery index points to the most recent log record for each database not in the buffer pool. In
other words, each time the buffer pool writes a dirty database page to storage, an entry in the page
recovery index requires an update with a new LSN value.
For the per-page list of log records, each log record merely embeds the PageLSN value found before
the log record’s update. In other words, this value is easy to obtain during transaction processing and
it can serve other purposes than single-page recovery. These include consistency checking during logbased replication and during log replay while restoring a failed storage device. The recovery logs of
Oracle and Microsoft databases contain per-page chains of log records, although not for single-page
recovery.
Lookup in the page recovery index, in a backup file, and in the log record might require multiple
I/O operations. While seemingly expensive at first sight, it is cheap and efficient when compared to
data loss or device mirroring with doubled costs from initial hardware acquisition to each write
operation.

3.3 Recovery for non-logged updates
Allocation-only logging applies to contents-neutral page operations and index operations.
Prototypical examples include moving a page (as used in defragmentation and reorganization),
splitting a b-tree node (including load balancing), adaptive merging in a partitioned b-tree [G 12], and
creation of a new secondary index.
In traditional load balancing with allocation-only logging, the source page must remain unchanged
until the destination page is safe. In a database with many independent updates, this limitation is
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difficult to enforce as it might require a write operation for the destination page when an application
requires updating the source page.
In an alternative design, e.g., for splitting a node in a b-tree, page operations produce multiple
new pages, retaining and freezing a copy of the original page. O’Neil’s SB-trees [O 92], which manage
extents on disk pages akin to records in b-tree pages, may alleviate the concerns about contiguity on
disk and about scan performance. The original page copy becomes obsolete when both new pages are
in the database, in a backup, or in the log archive. If single-page recovery becomes necessary, it repeats
history starting from the original page copy.
For index operations, the source must similarly remain frozen until the destination, e.g., a new
secondary index, is saved in the database or in the log archive. If the index operation requires a sort
operation with temporary file, e.g., runs in an external merge sort, those, too, could play a role in
specialized recovery logic. However, the complexity of designing, implementing, and testing this logic,
together with the need to place run files not in temporary storage but in persistent database storage,
renders this approach unpractical. On the other hand, if index creation merely extracts and saves
index entries, leaving them for example in runs or partitions in a partitioned b-tree, then index
optimization (merging runs or key ranges within runs) can proceed with allocation-only logging,
leaving the original runs in place in case they are needed as backup pages in subsequent single-page
recovery [GS 13].

3.4 Chains of log records
Today’s recovery logs include per-transaction chains of log records, i.e., each log record contains
the log sequence number of the prior log record of the same transaction. These chains seem required
for efficient transaction rollback. They are not required in the permanent recovery log, however, if the
transaction manager can, for each active transaction, retain equivalent information in memory, e.g.,
in the transaction manager. This seems possible because most transactions require less than a dozen
log records such that a small data structure in the transaction manager suffices. Large transactions
often employ allocation-only logging such that the number of log records per large transaction remains
small.

Figure 8. Per-transaction chain of log records.
Figure 8 illustrates the traditional design with each log record in a persistent recovery log pointing
to the preceding log record of the same transaction. The exceptions are compensation log records. In a
design with system transactions, they may point to the original log record as shown. In the ARIES
design with top-level actions, compensation log records and their “next undo lsn” field point to the log
record next requiring rollback.
Recovery from system failures might use the per-transaction chains of log records, e.g., as
described in Section 2.3 for Shore. However, log analysis can re-create the equivalent in-memory data
structures in the transaction manager during its log scan, just as it re-creates other in-memory server
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state from the scanned log records. In order to initialize log analysis, checkpoint log records must list
this information for all active transactions.
Recovery from media failures does not require per-transaction chains of log records. If the server
fails due to a media failure, system restart and its log analysis can rebuild the required information
in memory. If the server keeps running and its memory state remains intact, active transactions can
wait for recovery and then resume or roll back based on in-memory information.

Figure 9. Alternative to per-transaction log chains.
Figure 9 illustrates an alternative to the traditional per-transaction chains of log records. Inmemory data structures attached to the transaction manager point to all log records for each
transaction. These in-memory pointer arrays are part of the transaction state log in a system
checkpoint. If most transactions are shorter than the system checkpoint interval, log volume
diminishes because the recovery log contains many fewer LSN values.
Recovery from single-page failures does not require per-transaction chains of log records. Instead,
it relies on per-page chains of log records for efficient retrieval of the required log records. For recovery
from any single-page failure at any time, a linked list for each database page is required. It is not
realistic to keep information equivalent to all per-page linked lists in memory. Thus, for efficient
single-page recovery, each log record in the permanent recovery log must include a pointer to the
preceding log records pertaining to the same database page, which is equal to the PageLSN value prior
to the application of the log record.

Figure 10. Per-page chain of log records.
Figure 10 illustrates the proposed design. In-memory data structures replace the per-transaction
log chains. Instead, per-page chains of log records require an LSN value in each log record modifying
a database page. In addition to retracing or replaying the history of each database page, the per-page
log chains permit immediate and definitive consistency checks during log replay as well as log
archiving.
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Taken together, the per-page chain of log records requires additional space in each log record in
the permanent recovery log, but a newly proposed in-memory data structure in the transaction
manager permits removal of the per-transaction chain of log records and thus can balance the
additional space for per-page chains of log records in the persistent recovery log.

3.5 Summary of single-page recovery
In summary, single-page failures are a new class of database failures in addition to the classic
transaction failure, system failure, and media failure. Single-page failures are somewhat like media
failures but they do not require replacement media and bulk recovery. Instead, single-page recovery
replays the history of individual database pages, starting with earlier correct page images and
reversing each single-page history captured in per-page chains of log records in the recovery log.

4 Applications of single-page recovery
Single-page recovery is valuable in two kinds of situations: first, by combining it with continuous
self-testing and efficient fault detection, it can be a mainstay of self-repairing storage structures;
second, by deliberately incurring single-page faults to be repaired later, it can speed up normal
transaction processing or provide other benefits. This section lists some such situations and cases. All
applications and techniques require that the recovery log is on stable storage, i.e., information once
logged is never lost.

4.1 Self-repairing indexes
Self-repairing indexes [GKS 12] combine efficient (yet comprehensive) detection of single-page
faults with immediate single-page recovery. Comprehensive fault detection requires in-page checks as
well as cross-page checks. In a self-repairing b-tree index, each node includes low and high fence keys
that define the node’s maximal permissible key range. Along the left and right edges of the b-tree,
these fence keys have values −∞ and +∞, including in the root node. In all other nodes, a node’s fence
keys equal two keys in the node’s parent, i.e., typically branch keys. A node and its leftmost child share
the same low fence key value; a node and its rightmost child share the high fence key value. Foster btrees [GKK 12], which permit local overflow nodes by letting a node be a sibling node’s temporary
parent, have additional rules for fence keys.
Moreover, for both fault detection and repair, each parent-to-child pointer in a self-repairing btree carries an expected PageLSN value for the child page. For simplicity of maintenance, this requires
that there be at all times only a single pointer to each page as in Foster b-trees [GKK 12].

Figure 11. Intermediate state in a Foster b-tree.
Figure 11 illustrates a foster relationship in a Foster b-tree, i.e., a formerly overflowing node
(bottom left) acting as temporary parent node for a newly allocated overflow node (bottom center).
Color shades indicate key values; two fence keys delimit each node and its key range. Two system
transactions lead to this state. The first one allocates and formats an empty node. Allocation transfers
ownership of the page from free space management to the b-tree. Formatting initializes page header
and fence records for an empty key range. The second system transaction performs load balancing
between foster parent and foster child, which includes adjusting fence keys and the foster key value
in the foster parent. The intermediate state shown in Figure 11 ends when another system transaction
performs an “adoption” operation, moving the parent role, i.e., the child pointer, from the foster parent
to the correct permanent parent. In contrast to Blink-trees [LY 81], a Foster b-tree moves the child
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pointer rather than copy it, which ensures that there is one pointer per node at all times. A similar
intermediate state exists when two nodes underflow and merge.
In a self-repairing b-tree index, the only page without a pointer is the root page. The expected
PageLSN value for the root page may be stored in whatever data structure holds the pointer to the
root page, e.g., an entry in the database catalogs, or in a separate data structures designed for the
purpose, e.g., the “page recovery index” proposed earlier for all database pages [GK 12]. Of course,
indexes on the database catalogs as well as the page recovery index may themselves be self-repairing
indexes. With a page recovery index per volume, the pointer to the root of the page recovery index
belongs into the volume header.

Figure 12. Self-repairing b-tree: an expected LSN value with each child pointer.
Figure 12 illustrates the additional information required with each child pointer in a self-repairing
b-tree. The LSN value in the parent, called the expected child LSN (ChildLSN), serves two purposes.
First, it permits a consistency check when visiting the child node. If the ChildLSN is older than the
child’s PageLSN, the parent node needs updating. This update is required when the buffer pool evicts
the child page. If the ChildLSN is newer than the child’s PageLSN, the child node requires single-page
recovery. In both cases, a comprehensive consistency check may traverse the per-page chain of log
records in the recovery log from the newer LSN back to the older LSN. Second, if single-page recovery
is required, the ChildLSN is the starting point for gathering log records pertinent to the child page
and enabling efficient recovery. In a self-repairing Foster b-tree, a temporary or foster parent also
carries this information.

4.2 Write elision
Write elision, like partitioned b-trees, can reduce the number of modified pages that must be
included in a differential or incremental backup. Partitioned b-trees employed for this purpose
concentrate modified index entries in a few partitions such that pages of the master partition remain
unchanged and pages of delta partitions each contain many changes. Delta partitions may be merged
with each other before or even during differential or incremental backups; master and delta partitions
may be merged before or during a full backup. In contrast, write elision reduces the number of modified
pages in the persistent database by leaving the database unchanged, relying on log records and singlepage recovery to bring a page up-to-date after reading an out-of-date page into the buffer pool.
In write elision, the affected database page (e.g., a b-tree leaf) is in the buffer pool and the update
modifies the page image in the buffer pool. For example, during insertion of a new record (e.g., a new
b-tree key), the slot number is determined and logged as part of updating the page image. When the
buffer pool evicts the modified database page, write elision avoids the effort of writing to the
permanent storage device – it deliberately “forgets” to write the dirty buffer pool page to permanent
storage. In addition to the efficiency of evicting a dirty page from the buffer pool, the purpose is to keep
the database clean in order to reduce the size of incremental backup operations.
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Figure 13. Page images, recovery log, and pointers (LSN values) immediately after write elision.
Figure 13 illustrates a typical situation immediately after write elision in the context of a selfrepairing b-tree. The right leaf page (key range 140-200) was dirty but evicted without writing. The
ChildLSN in the parent page points to a later log record than the PageLSN value in the leaf page on
storage – an oval highlights their difference. Thus, when another thread or transaction follows the
path from the parent to the leaf, it will determine that the leaf page is out-of-date. Single-page recovery
will quickly bring it up-to-date.
In addition to saving write bandwidth, write elision may benefit system performance in other ways.
For example, write elision also promises to reduce costs in append-only storage such as log-structured
file systems (e.g., on RAID-4/5/6) and to reduce storage wear-out (e.g., on flash). Even in systems
without the “small write penalty” of RAID-4/5/6, write elision can increase transaction throughput
where single-page recovery is cheaper than a database write. For example, the recovery log may use
flash storage or even non-volatile memory whereas the database uses a traditional disk or disk array.
Write elision may also be useful if the buffer pool must evict a database page containing
uncommitted updates, in particular if the “undo” log records for the uncommitted update have not
reached stable storage yet. In fact, if restart is to avoid all “undo” actions and if the recovery log is to
avoid all “undo” log records, then the buffer pool must not write database pages with uncommitted
updates and write elision is a way to evict such database pages from the buffer pool. In other words,
write elision becomes an alternative to write-through and write-back.
Yet another possible use for write elision pertains to “time travel” restore after an allocation-only
operation, e.g., index creation (see Section 2.7). Since the contents of newly allocated database pages
are not logged, new database pages must remain unchanged until copied to the log archive. If a
transactional update modifies such a database page, copy-on-write (without de-allocation) or write
elision can preserve the original page contents. In this design, correct log archiving requires bypassing
the buffer pool holding modified database pages, e.g., index pages with a PageLSN value newer than
the commit log record of the index creation with allocation-only logging.
Thus, there are multiple applications for write elision. For any or all of them to be a net positive
for system performance or reliability requires suitable governing policies and depends on the specific
hardware.

4.3 Read elision
While write elision may reduce the I/O costs in a system, in particular if the log device is faster
than the database storage device, read elision always reduces the I/O costs by delaying an update until
the affected database page is in the buffer pool for another purpose, e.g., to answer a query. In its
simplest form, read elision works only for insertions, but it can support updates as insertions of
replacement records and deletions as insertions of “tombstone” records.
In read elision, the affected database page is not in the buffer pool and the update is merely logged
but not applied until later, which implies some subtle changes in the insertion logic and its log record.
For example, in a delayed insertion of a new key into a b-tree node, the slot number remains unknown
until the actual insertion. Thus, the log record cannot indicate the slot number as in a standard
insertion, including a log record with subsequent write elision. In the case of a Foster b-tree, the initial
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log record might refer to a foster parent yet eventually the update may apply to a foster child. Update
propagation from foster parent to foster child may employ another instance of read elision.
Read elision avoids both the read (into the buffer pool) and the write (back to the database).
Maintenance of the database page occurs only when some other operation requires the database page
in the buffer pool, e.g., a query. The purpose is to achieve the benefits of buffer trees [A 03] but without
the "in-tree" record buffers; instead, the recovery log serves the function of those buffers. An important
difference is that buffer trees require buffer space in a parent page, whereas read elision immediately
attaches an update to the correct child page, even if only indirectly via the recovery log.
Figure 13 also illustrates an update with read elision. The affected leaf page remains unchanged
on persistent storage and becomes out-of-date. Up-to-date database contents are only in the recovery
log – neither in the buffer pool nor in persistent database storage. Note that the recovery log needs to
contain the newly inserted record in any case, e.g., for media recovery.
In most situations, a buffer pool holds all non-leaf pages of all active indexes. In those cases, read
elision applies only to the data pages, e.g., the leaf pages of b-tree indexes. In some situations, even a
non-leaf page may incur a fault in the buffer pool. In those cases, read elision can still apply: a log
record for the insertion is attached to the non-leaf node and its LSN is recorded in that node’s parent
node. This situation is quite similar to the case of an insertion attached to and logged for a foster
parent yet the final insertion goes into a foster child. Thus, Foster b-trees treat foster parents as
temporary parent nodes even with respect to read elision.
As read elision defers space allocation in the database, extreme cases may lead to out-of-space
errors during read-only queries. Thus, read elision may require integration with free space
management. As a final remark on read elision, it is worth pointing out that read elision and, after
the deferred update, write elision are orthogonal and can be combined.

4.4 Deferred “undo”
Whereas write elision and read elision apply during normal transaction processing, deferred
“undo” is intended for use during media failures, specifically for active transactions with uncommitted
updates against failed database media with no replacement media immediately available. In this
situation, the traditional method requires that those transactions remain active until they can roll
back and apply their “undo” actions against the replacement media, i.e., these transactions are doomed
to fail but they cannot fail until media recovery is complete, perhaps many hours later. Deferred “undo”
lets these transactions fail and finish immediately, i.e., they log their “undo” actions in spite of the fact
that there is no storage to which to apply these action immediately. The advantage of letting these
transactions finish is that they can release all their update locks quickly. (A transaction can release
its read-only locks immediately when it fails or becomes doomed to fail.)
With deferred “undo,” the doomed transactions can log compensation log records without applying
them immediately. Instead, media recovery and log replay will discover these log records and apply
them when bringing the replacement media up-to-date. Thus, the doomed transactions can finish
(after rollback) and can release their locks.
Traditional media recovery cannot let a transaction update the failed media between media failure
and completion of media recovery. Thus, there can be no log record pertaining to the failed media in
the recovery log and the log archive for that period, and media recovery may skip this period during
log replay. In contrast, with deferred “undo,” transactions may write log records during that period
and media recovery must find and apply them. Thus, it seems that deferred “undo” increases the
amount of log to be scanned during log replay in media recovery. If future transactions are able to
invoke on-demand single-page repair, however, they can ensure application of “undo” log records by
transactions doomed by the media failure.
Deferred “undo” is, of course, related to both read elision and write elision, in both cases
specifically for compensation actions. If the relevant database page is still in the buffer pool, despite a
failure of the underlying storage media, deferred “undo” is tantamount to write elision. If the relevant
database page is not in the buffer pool at the time of a media failure and thereafter, deferred “undo”
is equivalent to read elision.
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Deferred “undo” differs from write elision and read elision as it relies on logical “undo” rather than
physical “redo.” An “undo” action may apply to a different database page than the original update. For
example, a (user) transaction may modify a b-tree entry in a leaf page, whereupon another (system)
transaction splits the leaf and moves the modified b-tree entry to a new leaf page; if the buffer pool
evicts both leaf pages and the media fails before the original user transaction commits, its “undo”
action must find the correct leaf page.
In general, a deferred “undo” action is logged for the first database page along the root-to-leaf path
that is not in the buffer pool. In other words, a ChildLSN value present in the buffer pool can point to
the compensation log record. The next access to that child node will find it out-of-date, invoke singlepage recovery, and apply the compensation log record. If that child is a branch node rather than leaf
node, applying the compensation log record means logging a new compensation log record for the next
node along the root-to-leaf path. A foster parent may act like a branch node here and log a new
compensation log record for its foster child.
On one hand, media failures do not occur too frequently and it is unclear how valuable deferred
“undo” is in practice. On the other hand, when media failure occurs, clearing out active transactions
as soon as possible may be a good idea. But then again, instant restore (Section 9) may render the
entire technique obsolete, but only if replacement media are available immediately.
There is one case of media failures in which deferred “undo” seems indeed useful, namely if a
particular device (or its device driver software) repeatedly causes a media failure. A software restart
with the particular device not mounted may leave some transaction unable to roll back except with
deferred “undo.” In general, if the set of mounted devices after a crash may be a subset of those
mounted before the crash, deferred “undo” is a useful new technique.

4.5 Summary of single-page recovery applications
In summary, single-page recovery is a versatile tool for recovery in a variety of situations and
applications. These applications of single-page recovery see single-page failures in two contexts: first,
increasing robustness for increased reliability and availability of data stores; and second, performance
improvements by letting database pages deliberately become out-of-date.

5 Instant restart after a system failure
Database system failures and the subsequent recovery disrupt many transactions and entire
applications, usually for an extended duration. For those failures, new on-demand “instant” recovery
techniques reduce application downtime from minutes or hours to seconds. These new recovery
techniques work for databases, file systems, key-value stores, and all other data stores that employ
write-ahead logging.
In traditional recovery from a system failure, e.g., a crash of the database server process,
applications may resume and start new transactions after recovery has performed the “redo” actions
of all log records written since the last checkpoint and then all “undo” (compensation) actions for failed
transactions, i.e., those left incomplete at the time of the crash. Both “redo” and “undo” phases may
require many random database reads and thus a relatively long time. The design and some
implementations of ARIES support new transactions concurrent to the “undo” phase after lock
acquisition during the “redo” phase. For even earlier recovery and thus higher application availability,
the new, “instant” recovery technique permits new database transactions before any “redo” and “undo”
work, imposes little load concurrent to new transactions, and prioritizes recovery of database contents
according to the needs of new transactions. Concurrently to “redo” and “undo” recovery guided by new
transactions, traditional restart recovery scanning the pre-crash recovery log forward and backward
ensures that all recovery actions complete in about the same time as traditional recovery without
concurrent new transactions.
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Figure 14. Restart phases and new transactions.
The top of Figure 14 illustrates the three traditional phases of system recovery and some typical
durations. The bottom of Figure 14 illustrates application availability after a restart using prior
approaches and using the new technique. Top and bottom share a common timeline. The important
observation is that previous techniques enable query and transaction processing only after the “redo”
recovery phase or even after the “undo” recovery phase, whereas instant recovery permits new queries
and update transactions immediately after log analysis. If log analysis takes one second and “redo”
and “undo” phases take one minute each, then instant recovery reduces the time from database restart
to processing new transactions by about two orders of magnitude compared to both traditional
implementations and the ARIES design. Reducing the mean time to repair by two orders of magnitude
adds two nines to application availability, e.g., turning a system with 99% availability into one with
99.99% availability.

Figure 15. Example log contents.
Figure 15 introduces a running example with a few log records in a recovery log including the pertransaction log chains (transactions T1 and T2) and the per-page log chains (database pages 4 and 7).
Varying from the ARIES design and equal to the design of C-ARIES and D-ARIES, log records
describing “undo” (rollback or compensation log records) point to the original “do” log records in order
to reduce redundant information in the log. Incidentally, this design permits compensation log records
of uniform size and therefore enables accurate pre-allocation of log space for an eventual rollback –
with that, a transaction abort cannot fail due to exhausted log space. In the example shown in Figure
15, each compensation log record has equal values for the per-transaction pointer and the per-page
pointer, with an obvious opportunity for compression. The sequence of log records for page 4, slot 6
implies that transaction T 1 released locks incrementally while rolling back. An aborted transaction
ends with a commit record after it has “updated back” all its changes in the database. If a transaction
ends with no change in the logical database contents, there is no need to force the commit record to
stable storage – this applies both to system transactions (see Section 2.8, also discussed below) and to
aborted user transactions.

5.1 Restart techniques
Immediately upon system restart, instant recovery performs log analysis but invokes neither
“redo” nor “undo” recovery. Log analysis gathers information both about pages requiring “redo” and
about transactions requiring “undo.” Thus, log analysis restores essential server state lost in the
system failure, i.e., in transaction manager and lock manager. The buffer pool gathers information
about dirty pages. This information does not include images of pages, i.e., random I/O in the database
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is not required. For efficiency of subsequent recovery, log pages and records should remain in memory
after log analysis.
In preparation of “undo” recovery, log analysis tracks the set of active transactions and their locks.
It initiates this set from the checkpoint log record. When log analysis is complete, it has identified all
transactions active at the time of the crash and their concurrency control requirements. The lock
manager holds these locks just as if the transactions were still active. Note that conflict detection is
not required during log analysis; the recovery process may rely on successful and correct detection of
lock conflicts during transaction processing prior to the crash.
In preparation of “redo” recovery, log analysis produces a list of pages that may require “redo”
actions. It initiates this list from the checkpoint log record, specifically the list of dirty pages. Log
analysis registers those pages without I/O and thus without page images in memory. In other words,
the buffer pool must support allocation of descriptors without page images. While registered for “redo”
recovery, a page must remain in the buffer pool. For each such page, the registration includes the
expected PageLSN value, i.e., the last log record pertaining to the database page found during log
analysis. During log analysis, i.e., the scan over all log records between the last checkpoint and the
crash, log records describing page updates (including formatting of newly allocated pages) add or
modify registrations of database pages. Log records describing completed write operations unregister
the appropriate database page.

Figure 16. Result of log analysis.
Figure 16 illustrates the main results of log analysis for the log introduced in Figure 15. Dotted
pointers show the information acquired during log analysis. For each transaction active at the time of
the crash, i.e., only transaction T 2, there is a starting pointer for the per-transaction log chain. Figure
16 does not show the locks re-acquired during log analysis. For each database page that may have
been dirty in the buffer pool at the time of the crash, i.e., pages 3, 4, and 7, there is a starting pointer
for the per-page log chain. Page 7 is an interesting special case: log analysis registers it due to the
initial update, unregisters it due to the write operation, and registers it again due to the rollback
(update back).
After log analysis completes lock re-acquisition and registration of in-doubt database pages in the
buffer pool, transaction processing can resume. When an application requires one of the registered
pages but the page image in the database is older than the expected PageLSN included in the
registration, the buffer pool invokes single-page “redo” recovery. Once single-page “redo” recovery is
complete, it rescinds the registration, which prevents future “redo” attempts for this page.
Single-page recovery uses the most recent page image in the database as the backup page. The
buffer pool entry includes the most recent log record for the page, i.e., the expected PageLSN.
Reversing the per-page chain of log records enables recovery of the page from the most recent available
image to its up-to-date state. If the per-page chain of log records includes a log record describing initial
formatting of a newly allocated page, the recovery process ignores earlier log records and any earlier
page image.
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Figure 17. On-demand "redo" recovery.
Figure 17 illustrates on-demand “redo” recovery based on the information gathered during log
analysis and shown in Figure 16. This figure shows only those pointers and chains in the recovery log
that are required for the example. The example starts with an application requesting page 4 from the
buffer pool. Since the buffer pool has this page registered as “in doubt,” single-page recovery traverses
the per-page chain and invokes the logged “redo” actions. In the rollback (compensation) log record,
the per-transaction log chain points to the original log record with the required “undo” information.
Some optimizations may apply, e.g., if a compensation log record points to the original log record in
both the per-transaction log chain and the per-page log chain, as in Figure 17. This situation permits
compression in the recovery log as well as skipping some recovery actions during “redo” recovery,
somewhat similar to an advanced recovery optimization for ARIES [MP 91].
System transactions require special consideration in recovery. Database locks protect user
transactions and their rollback needs, but system transactions do not acquire locks. System
transactions merely verify that no locks exist that prevent their intended operation, e.g., removal of a
locked ghost record from a b-tree.
System transactions that work on a single database page are the easiest case. A single log record
can describe their entire operation. This log record includes or implies transaction commit. Examples
include creation or removal of ghost records, reorganization of the indirection vector within a page
with ghost slots, changing the size of an individual record by adding or removing ghost space, and
defragmentation of free space within a page. By virtue of the single log record for the entire
transaction, such system transactions are covered completely by “redo” recovery, including on-demand
single-page “redo” as described above.
Multi-page system transactions, e.g., splitting a b-tree node or load balancing among neighbor
nodes in a b-tree, may write a single log record or multiple log records. Single-page “redo” recovery
covers any system transaction with a single log record. With multiple log records, there may be cases
in which one log record is in the recovery log and one is not, due to a system failure. In such cases,
both transaction rollback and transaction completion lead to a correct database after recovery, because
system transactions do not affect the logical database contents, only their physical representation.
If a system transaction holds its latches until commit, if the buffer pool cannot write a latched
page to storage, and if a system crashes before the system transaction commits, then any updates of a
failed system transaction cannot be reflected in the database. In other words, recovery may ignore the
log records of an incomplete system transaction.
Upon a lock conflict between new and old (pre-crash) transactions, the first question is whether
the old transaction has participated in a two-phase commit and is waiting for the global commit
decision – in those cases, the new transaction must wait or abort. Otherwise, the old transactions can
roll back using standard techniques, i.e., invoking “undo” (compensation) actions and logging them. If
transaction rollback touches a database page registered in the buffer pool as requiring “redo” recovery,
rollback invokes the appropriate single-page recovery before the transaction rollback resumes. As
usual, when a transaction rollback is complete, the transaction writes a log record (it “commits
nothing” with no need to force the log record immediately to stable storage), releases its locks, and
frees its in-memory data structures.
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Figure 18. On-demand “undo” recovery.
Figure 18 illustrates an example of on-demand “undo” recovery. The example starts with the state
shown in Figure 17 and an application requesting a lock for page 4, slot 6. This request conflicts with
a lock held by pre-crash transaction T2 and therefore triggers “undo” recovery for transaction T 2. After
rolling back T2’s update of page 4, slot 6, “undo” recovery touches page 3, which triggers single-page
“redo” recovery as described earlier and illustrated in Figure 17 for page 4. When transaction T 2 has
been rolled back completely, it is erased from the transaction manager and the new transaction may
acquire a lock on page 4, slot 6 without conflict.
Just like transaction rollback and “undo” recovery in ARIES, on-demand “undo” recovery logs its
actions. Thus, Figure 18 only shows the log records consulted in “undo” and “redo” actions after the
lock request for page 4, slot 6. After this sequence of actions is complete, i.e., by the time that the lock
can be granted, the recovery log has grown to the state shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Log after on-demand "undo" recovery.
Figure 19 adds two rollback log records and a commit record to Figure 18. Of course, in a restart
situation with new transactions, their log records may be interleaved with the rollback log records
shown in Figure 19. Compared to Figure 16, there is no anchor for a per-transaction log chain and only
one for a per-page log chain. This is because no incomplete old transaction remains and only page 7
remains in doubt such that it may require on-demand “redo” recovery. The next section considers
techniques for efficient recovery of such “lingering” pages.

5.2 Restart schedules
Instant recovery after a system failure differs from traditional recovery, e.g., ARIES techniques,
only in the schedule but not in the nature of the recovery actions or in the recovery logic. Instant
recovery applies the same “redo” actions and, for each database page, applies them in the same
sequence as an ARIES “redo” phase. Similarly, instant recovery applies the same “undo” actions and,
for each failed transaction, applies them in the same sequence as an ARIES “undo” phase. Moreover,
instant recovery guarantees that for any database page, all required “redo” actions precede any “undo”
actions, thus ensuring the same effect as traditional recovery with separate “redo” and “undo” phases.
All the schedules below preserve these invariants.
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An obvious complement to on-demand recovery focuses on times with idle resources, possibly
choosing random in-doubt pages for “redo” recovery and random loser transactions for “undo” recovery.
If the recovery logic can predict or anticipate specific usage patterns, it may recover first the
appropriate pages and transactions. Otherwise, the pages and transactions may be ordered by their
oldest pending log record, i.e., the priority of each page is determined by its oldest log record not yet
reflected in permanent storage and the priority of each transaction by its oldest log record.
Alternatively, priority for “undo” might be on the transaction with the highest count of log records, i.e.,
eager “undo” for long transactions and lazy “undo” for short transactions. Other policies may focus on
specific devices, volumes, table spaces, catalogs, tables, indexes or index levels, users, applications,
etc.
Perhaps the overall simplest single policy gives priority to new transactions and the on-demand
recovery required for those transactions, employs idle I/O capacity to load pages into the buffer pool
that were resident at the time of the crash, and employs idle CPU capacity to perform “redo” and
“undo” recovery.
In addition to various schedules over the continuum from traditional eager recovery to on-demand
lazy recovery, combined policies are also possible. In particular, recovery driven by traditional log
scans may run concurrently to on-demand incremental recovery. This policy combines the two crucial
advantages, i.e., immediate and unrestricted availability of pages and locks for new transactions as
well as steady and efficient progress towards completion of all recovery efforts. For example, database
page 7 in Figure 19 would recover soon after system restart even if no new transaction requests it.
It seems worth pointing out that all alternative schedules require the same total effort. In other
words, they modify when recovery occurs for pages and transactions but not how much CPU effort or
how much I/O is required altogether. The main difference is that traditional recovery driven by log
scans exhibits sequential access in the pre-crash recovery log and random accesses in the database,
whereas on-demand recovery requires random (pointer-based) accesses in the recovery log but
promises more locality for its accesses to database pages in the buffer pool. In all cases, the relevant
parts of the pre-crash recovery log should remain resident in memory after log analysis. As the log
records are in memory, log analysis can replace log sequence numbers with virtual memory pointers.
Read operations for the most recent page images in the database require random I/O operations in all
recovery schedules, in all practical cases one per in-doubt database page. Thus, the total effort is
independent of the schedule.

5.3 Optimizing log scans
A traditional restart requires three log scans: a forward log scan for log analysis, a forward log
scan for “redo,” and a backward log scan for “undo”. The first and second forward log scan start with
different log records, with the start of the second scan determined only during the first scan (from the
checkpoint log record). All three log scans permit further optimizations or substitutes. In fact, these
optimizations are independent from and orthogonal to instant restart and on-demand “redo” and
“undo.”
Log analysis, instead of scanning from the last pre-crash checkpoint to the end of the pre-crash
recovery log, may scan backward from the last pre-crash log record towards the last good checkpoint.
If the log analysis can simply search for the last good checkpoint, there is no need for depositing its
location in a “well known location,” e.g., a small file in the file system, as traditional restart recovery
has required for initializing log analysis. Moreover, the separation of winner and loser transactions is
simpler and more efficient than in a forward log scan. The first log record encountered for a given
transaction decides its fate: if it is a commit log record, the transaction is a winner transaction;
otherwise, it is a loser transaction and will require rollback, which implies the need for lock reacquisition.
Immediate knowledge about the outcome of a pre-crash transaction enables limiting lock reacquisition to loser transactions. Given that the checkpoint interval is usually much longer than most
transactions, most transaction scanned during log analysis are winner transactions. Thus, the
backward log scan for log analysis significantly reduces the effort for lock re-acquisition compared to
log analysis with lock re-acquisition with a single forward scan of the pre-crash recovery log.
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If a loser transaction includes a partial rollback (to a transaction savepoint, e.g., the start of a
statement for a transaction specified by a multi-statement script), backward log analysis can easily
suspend lock re-acquisition. The first relevant log record encountered during a backward log scan is
the last rollback log record of the partial rollback. This rollback log record indicates the log record of
the original update. The backward log analysis simply suspends lock re-acquisition between these two
log records.
Log analysis with a forward log scan can achieve the same minimal effort for lock re-acquisition
by delaying lock re-acquisition into an intermediate phase, e.g., immediately after log scan and log
analysis, that focuses on loser transactions and exploits the per-transaction chains of log records. This
technique may be less useful for instant restart than for instant failover (Section 12).
The “redo” phase may, instead of scanning all log records in the recovery log, scan the buffer pool
for database pages registered as “in doubt” and recover those database pages one at a time. Thus, both
on-demand “redo” and bulk “redo” can exploit the per-page chains of log records and thus skip over all
log records not pertaining to in-doubt database pages. Note that this strategy makes individual
database pages available to queries and transactions faster than the “commit_lsn” optimization of
ARIES [M 93].
The “undo” phase may, instead of scanning all log records in the recovery log, scan the transaction
manager for transactions identified as loser transactions and roll back those transactions one at a
time. Thus, both on-demand “undo” and bulk “undo” can exploit the per-transaction chains of log
records and thus skip over all log records not pertaining to loser transactions. This strategy may
release locks faster than traditional “undo” based on a backward log scan.
The optimizations for “redo” and “undo” rely on log analysis loading and caching the pre-crash log
records. With a checkpoint interval (typically a minute) shorter than the buffer pool’s retention time
for database and log pages (typically five minutes or longer [G 09]), this assumption seems realistic
for most database servers. In addition to caching, log analysis may swizzle the pointers representing
the per-page and per-transaction chains of log records, limited to loser transactions and in-doubt
database pages. Swizzled pointers (replacing LSN values within the pre-crash recovery log buffered in
memory during restart) can further speed up page-by-page “redo” and transaction-by-transaction
“undo.”
Log analysis can acquire locks within indexes only in leaf nodes, i.e., locks on the pages, records,
or key values given in a log record. Thus, log analysis can re-acquire all locks required for key-value
locking [GK 15, M 90] and key-range locking [G 07, L 93]. If, however, hierarchical locking relies on
key values in b-tree branch nodes [G 07], log analysis cannot obtain all relevant key values without
inspecting the index structure, which is not advisable during log analysis. Thus, in a system with
hierarchical locking within b-tree indexes, log analysis cannot acquire all necessary locks. A possible
solution attaches key values requiring locks to the index and migrates such attached deferred locks
with the first root-to-leaf traversal, in a way reminiscent of deferred “undo” (Section 4.4). Thus, when
a new transaction traverses a b-tree, any deferred lock re-acquisition precedes lock acquisition by the
new transaction and lock conflicts force rollback of the old “loser” transaction holding a conflicting
lock.
A final optimization recommends a new checkpoint immediately after log analysis and repeatedly
during “redo” and “undo” activities. Should another system failure (software crash) interrupt the
recovery, these checkpoints reduce the effort and thus time required for the subsequent log analysis
and its log scan. In traditional restart with re-acquisition of locks during the “redo” phase, the first
checkpoint is possible only after the “redo” phase and thus lock re-acquisition are complete.

5.4 Summary of instant restart
In summary, instant restart performs the same recovery actions as traditional restart after a
system failure. No additional effort is required, merely an alternative schedule or two interleaved
schedules, in order to provide the appearance of instant recovery and to permit new queries and
transactions without restrictions on data selection or on concurrency control techniques.
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ARIES restart
Log analysis

Forward log scan

“Redo”

Forward log scan +
time-order log replay
Lock re-acquisition

“Undo”

Backward log scan +
time-order rollback

New checkpoint
New transactions
Concurrent
transactions

After “redo” phase
After “undo” phase
or after “redo” phase

Instant restart
Forward or backward log scan
Lock re-acquisition
Single-page repair for each “indoubt” page in the buffer pool –
on demand and in many
independent threads
Single-transaction rollback of
each loser transaction – on
demand and in many threads
After log analysis

A lock conflict guides recovery
during restart in order to
unblock the new transaction
Table 2. ARIES restart and instant restart.
A lock conflict blocks
the new transaction

Table 2 summarizes some differences between restarts with the traditional ARIES recovery or
with on-demand recovery. The three most important differences are (i) lock re-acquisition during log
analysis, (ii) new transactions concurrent to both “redo” and “undo” actions, and (iii) “redo” and “undo”
on demand, i.e., triggered and guided by new transactions, their data accesses, and their lock requests.
The “redo” and “undo” entries for instant restart focus on on-demand recovery; concurrently to new
transactions and to on-demand “redo” and “undo,” instant restart permits a background thread driven
restart recovery to completion using traditional log scans. A concurrent bulk recovery running in the
background may perform “redo” recovery page-by-page or driven by a forward log scan and it may
perform “undo” recovery transaction-by-transaction or driven by a backward log scan. The first new
checkpoint immediately after log analysis ensures that, if another system failure occurs during restart,
it will not re-scan and re-analyze the log records scanned in the first restart attempt. Additional
checkpoints during restart recovery can further reduce the work required after another system failure.
Even if instant recovery increases the overall duration of recovery (compared to traditional restart
without concurrent new transactions), and even if query and transaction processing performance is
lower while recovery is not yet complete (compared to transaction processing without any failure and
without concurrent recovery), the value of instant restart is the short downtime as perceived by users
and applications. In many applications, reducing the time with no transactions is crucial, with
substantial impact on business operations and customer satisfaction. Once recovery completes, query
and transaction processing performance is the same as after traditional recovery, as shown in Section
15.1.

6 Applications of instant restart
While instant restart is valuable in its own right, it also enables further extensions and system
optimizations.

6.1 Parallel “redo” and “undo”
In the context of modern hardware with tens of cores per processor and millions of dirty database
pages in a large buffer pool, a single-threaded scan of the pre-crash recovery log may throttle “redo”
and “undo” performance. For example, the ARIES design [MHL 92] describes parallel “redo” and
“undo” using a single-threaded log scan that partitions pages or transactions to multiple worker
threads. The scan bandwidth in the pre-crash recovery log limits both “redo” and “undo” performance.
In contrast, page-by-page “redo” and transaction-by-transaction “undo” can exploit any number of
cores and threads, even with a varying degree of parallelism in response to changes in the system load.
Each worker thread runs one page at a time and one transaction at a time and when idle chooses the
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next page or transaction from the buffer pool or the transaction manager. Thus, the alternative designs
scanning the buffer pool and the transaction manager seem more suitable for modern hardware.

6.2 Distributed transactions
In most systems, distributed transactions require a two-phase commit, i.e., two rounds of
communication between a commit coordinator and all participants with their local transactions. Some
optimizations are common, e.g., all local transactions release their read-only locks in the first phase
and read-only local transactions do not participate in the second phase.
In the first phase, each read-write participant guarantees to abide by the global commit decision.
Thus, a local transaction in its second commit coordination phase must not fail due to a local reason,
e.g., a lock conflict with a high-priority transaction. In other words, such a transaction is in a special
protected state.
A local system restart must preserve the protected state and the local transaction’s ability to
commit or abort according to the global commit decision. A checkpoint log record must list protected
transactions or indicate the protected state of uncommitted transactions. Log analysis re-creates the
complete list of protected transactions from the checkpoint log record and pre-commit log records in
the pre-crash recovery log.
The guarantee to commit or to roll back requires that a protected, undecided transaction must reacquire its non-read-only locks during system restart. Lock re-acquisition during log analysis is
precisely what is needed in order to permit new transactions during “redo” and “undo” even in the
presence of protected, undecided local participants of two-phase commit.
While this protected state is required most obviously in the case of two-phase commit, it actually
is also required otherwise. Once a transaction has added its commit log record to the in-memory log
buffer, no high-priority transaction can preempt it. Even if controlled lock violation [GLK 13]
eliminates the lock conflict and thus the need to preempt such a transaction, it still seems best to put
such a transaction into a protected state. Put differently, when controlled lock violation weakens a
transaction’s locks by changing the transaction’s state in the transaction manager, this new state must
imply protection from preemption.

6.3 Fast reboot
Sometimes a database server needs rebooting, e.g., for a security patch in the operating system or
in the data management software. A large buffer pool may hold many dirty pages and thus a shutdown
may take considerable time. For example, a buffer pool of 1 TB holds 125 M pages of 8 KB. If 1% of
those are dirty, a shutdown must write 1¼ M dirty pages to storage. A new alternative to flushing
those dirty pages relies on restart recovery to bring the affected database pages up-to-date after
shutting down the server process without flushing dirty database pages from the buffer pool.
In the past, there was no way around an offline period; either for flushing dirty pages during
shutdown or for “redo” recovery during restart. Note that modern machines with larger memory and
larger buffer pools make the problem worse, not better. Instant restart eliminates this offline period
as it permits new transactions during the repair effort.
With instant restart, the server may simply write a checkpoint and then terminate without
flushing dirty pages from the buffer pool. Instant restart and its log analysis are fast as there are no
log records after the last pre-reboot checkpoint. New transactions can run immediately after log
analysis. There is a performance penalty for a reboot (compared to not rebooting at all), but it does not
require an extended offline period. An alternative perspective considers this approach a special case
of write elision across a restart. In any perspective, single-page repair enables write elision, instant
restart, and thus fast reboot.
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6.4 Summary of instant restart applications
In summary, the techniques of instant restart enable multiple further extensions and
optimizations. In addition to those given above, another application of instant restart is instant
failover (Section 12).

7 Single-pass restore
This section is about offline restore operations, i.e., restoring database contents lost in a media
failure. Offline recovery assumes a formatted, empty replacement device, starts with recent full,
differential, and incremental backups, and includes “redo” of all committed transactions since the last
backup and “undo” of any incomplete transactions. Offline recovery does not permit any concurrent
transactions against the failed media, even if the system keeps running and executing transactions
and queries against data on other volumes.
In this design, the crucial data structure used during restore operations is the log archive. In
particular, the recovery log is crucial for transaction commit, transaction rollback, and recovery from
a system failure (crash), whereas the log archive primarily serves media failures. Single-page recovery
may use both the recovery log (for recent log records) and the log archive (for older log records). The
discussion within this section focuses on the log archive and recovery from media failures; Section 9
focuses on instant restore and its use of single-page recovery as part of media recovery.
Multiple examples below assume the following sizes, chosen for easy calculations as well as a
resemblance of realism: each database storage device of 4 TB is ¾ full with a sustained access rate of
300/s and a sustained transfer bandwidth of 300 MB/s, a daily incremental backup of 1% of all
allocated database pages or 30 GB, and a daily log volume of 3% thereof or about 1 GB. These numbers
imply a full backup of 3 TB (ignoring compression), a backup time of 10,000 seconds or 3 hours, a
differential backup that grows over the course of a week from 1% to 6% (i.e., from 30 GB to 180 GB, or
from 100 seconds to 600 seconds, or from 2 minutes to 10 minutes). They also imply about 40 updates
per log page (e.g., log records of 200 bytes in pages of 8 KB), and logging and log archiving bandwidth
of 12 KB/s. Note that the calculated logging and log archiving bandwidth refers to a single storage
device, with system bandwidth higher by the count of storage devices; that it represents an average,
with peak bandwidths typically much higher; and that logging devices are chosen and operated
optimized for latency, not bandwidth. A database server of moderate size in a busy period might try to
log 4 MB/s in 500 log pages of 8 KB. Traditional logging on a mirrored disk may achieve this
performance by writing multiple log pages in each I/O operation. The examples using these values
enable back-of-the-envelope estimates and readers are invited to substitute other values and
assumptions.

7.1 Partially sorted log archive
The essence of restoring a database volume to an up-to-date state in a single pass is the order of
database pages and of log records. For the backup and replacement media, the ideal order proceeds by
page identifier, from the lowest to the highest, i.e., a single sequential pass over backup and
replacement media. The problem is that the recovery log is written in the order of time or of LSN
values, not in the order of database pages.
Once the set of required log records is known, i.e., log records selected for the failed device and for
the appropriate time interval, those log records could be sorted by database page identifier. Typically,
this would require a multi-pass external merge sort, i.e., run generation with run sizes limited by the
memory allocation dedicated to the restore operation followed by a merge step or, in extreme cases,
multiple merges steps. This is the design implied by Gray [G 78] and mentioned in Section 2.5.
Moreover, since the required time range in the log is known only after a failure has occurred, the multipass sort logic can run only after the failure. It thus adds to the media recovery time. In contrast, the
desired combination of features is continuous log archiving during transaction processing and log
archiving logic that starts immediately after replacement media are available and then requires only
a single pass over backup, log archive, and replacement media.
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The crucial new technique that enables single-pass continuous log archiving as well as immediate
single-pass up-to-date restore operations is to sort log records during archiving, yet to divide the logic
of external merge sort between log archiving and restore operation. The obvious way to divide this
logic is to separate run generation and merging. In other words, log archiving not only suppresses
some log records and compresses the remaining ones but also sorts log records into runs. Each run in
the log archive captures a time interval in the original recovery log, i.e., a continuous range of LSN
values. Within each run, however, log records are sorted by the page identifier with the database.

Figure 20. Runs of log records sorted by database page.
Figure 20 illustrates log archiving, i.e., copying log records from a recovery to a log archive, with
log records in the former sorted entirely by time (LSN values) and log records in the latter partitioned
into time intervals and, within each time interval, sorted by database page identifier.
In the example introduced earlier, each database storage device requires sort logic for 12 KB/s,
truly a minor additional load during transaction processing, even if each database node in a cluster
processes data, updates, log records, etc. for two dozen storage devices.
When compared to a fully sorted log archive, the crucial advantage of a partially sorted log archive
is the efficiency in its creation. Creation of a partially sorted log archive is akin to run generation in
an external merge sort. Thus, log archiving writes each log record to storage only once, the final log
archive. Of course, due to in-memory sorting and run generation, archiving writes log records not
immediately but after a short delay for in-memory processing. In contrast, creation of a fully sorted
log archive requires multiple passes over the log records, e.g., run generation and final merge step.
When compared to a traditional, unsorted log archive, the crucial advantage of a partially sorted
log archive is the efficiency in its use, i.e., during a restore operation. Replaying the log records in an
unsorted log archive requires many random accesses in the replacement database. In contrast, a single
merge step can merge many runs from a partially sorted log archive. The merge logic may pipeline the
log records into the restore logic without intermediate files.
Of course, for extremely large log archives with an extremely large number of runs, an
intermediate merge step may be required. However, such a merge step may run independently of the
archiving logic and of the restore logic, e.g., once a day during a period of low database activity.
Altogether, the important advantage of a partially sorted log archive is that both log archiving and
restore operations each remains a single-pass algorithm (in terms of I/O), essentially employing the
logic of run generation and merging of an external merge sort.

7.2 Archiving logic
Steady-state transaction processing writes log records to the traditional recovery log on “stable
storage.” After a page filled with log records is safely on stable storage, an in-memory sort operation
may consume the log records and, sorted by page identifier, write them to the log archive. Only log
records already in the recovery log may go to the log archive; otherwise, the logic for restarting log
archiving after a system crash becomes unnecessarily complex.
In this design, log archiving is a continuous activity. Thus, memory allocation and CPU effort for
sorting log records and adding them to the log archive are required as continuous system load in
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addition to transaction and query processing. The memory allocation may be moderate, perhaps 1 GB
in a large server and less in a small server or any server with moderate or small load. A promising
memory allocation equals 5-10 minutes worth of log records, thus producing 150-300 log archive
partitions per day. In the running example introduced above, the daily log volume is 1 GB or about
7 MB in 10 minutes, calling for a sort workspace of about 5-10 MB. 105 log records in the sort
workspace require about 17 comparisons or perhaps 1,000 CPU cycles per log record. Sorting 107 log
records per day requires 1010 CPU cycles or a few CPU seconds per day.
Log archiving sorts eligible log records by volume and page identifiers such that, within each run
or partition of the log archive, log records are clustered and sorted first by volume, then by page
identifier, and finally by the original LSN of the log records. Thus, if a single device fails, recovery
from the log archive may be faster than by a traditional log replay if for no other reason than clustering
of log records for the failed device.
While replacement selection has advantages for run generation in many situations, particularly
due to run sizes expected to be twice the memory allocation, in the case of log archiving it is more
important to maintain a simple mapping between time interval (i.e., position in the original log) and
run (i.e., partition in the log archive). A simple mapping greatly simplifies restart of log archiving after
a system failure. In addition to larger runs, replacement selection consumes its input and produces its
output more continuously than, for example, run generation by quicksort with its cycles of read, sort,
and write phases. Fortunately, a priority queue and continuous input and output can be used in log
archiving, but without the logic that includes late input items in the current output run. Thus, run
size (i.e., partition size in the log archive) equals the memory allocation during run generation, perhaps
with some moderate loss due to variable-size records [LG 98].
In a normal start-up, i.e., after a clean shutdown with the recovery log ending with a checkpoint
listing no active transactions and no dirty pages in the buffer pool, log archiving fills its workspace
with log records already written to the recovery and thus archiving begins a little later than
transaction processing. In a clean shutdown, after all transactions are finished, all dirty pages written
from the buffer pool, and all log records written to the recovery, log archiving sorts the log records
remaining in its workspace and writes them to the log archive. Thus, log archiving lags a little both
during start-up and shutdown.
In a system crash, some log records remain unwritten to both recovery log and log archive, some
log records are in the recovery log but not the log archive, and most log records are in both recovery
log and log archive. Either the log analysis phase or a new phase immediately before or after log
analysis must ensure equal contents in recovery log and log archive by copying the appropriate log
records from the recovery log to the log archive. Doing so simplifies “redo” recovery and single-page
recovery by permitting them to rely entirely on the log archive. Obviously, this step also sorts log
records on page identifiers. It finishes the most recent run in the log archive and starts the next one.
A traditional log archive is merely a copy of the recovery log, perhaps compressed. An alternative
perspective regards the recovery log as the history of the server and its transactions and the log archive
as the history of the database. This distinction guides what information is truly required in a log
archive. For example, the history of the server is not required for database restore operations; thus,
the log archive has no need for checkpoint log records or log records of successful write operations.
Log archiving suppresses and compresses log records as much as possible, but also extends each
log record by its original LSN value. Thus, while each original log record contains LSN values for the
preceding log records of the same transaction and for the same database page, log records in the
partially sorted log archive contain the PageLSN values of the affected database page before and after
application of the log record. Of course, similar LSN values can be compressed, e.g., by representing
one as a difference from the other.
In fact, the information transfer from the recovery log to the log archive really is rewriting history:
while the recovery log is a history of individual update transactions and of the server (e.g.,
checkpoints), the log archive is a history of the database. Thus, individual transactions no longer
matter, and only their effects on the database matter. Consequently, the “net change” calculation also
suppresses transaction identifiers within log records, other transaction information, e.g., transaction
begin and commit, and log records about server state, e.g., database checkpoints or successful write
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operations. With that, the “net change” calculations here supersede “restricted repeating of history” in
ARIES/RRH [MP 91].
Moreover, all “redo” information for a page may be aggregated in a “net change” calculation.
Several examples suggest themselves: A “do” and “undo” operation (an original log record and its
compensation log record) may be suppressed entirely. An insertion and subsequent deletion may be
combined into nothing or into insertion of a ghost key. A deletion and subsequent insertion may be
combined to an update. Finally, multiple insertions may be aggregated into a single multi-record
insertion.

7.3 Restore logic
The offline restore logic using the log archive is surprisingly simple and, importantly, proceeds in
a single pass that writes the replacement database and reads all backups and the log archive. Before
the restore logic may proceed, however, transactions accessing the failed media must abort and log
records lingering in the archiving workspace must be flushed to the log archive (or at least its inmemory workspace). As transactions roll back, they attempt to “update back” their original changes
and log their actions in compensation log records; due to the media failure, however, they cannot
update the media but they must nonetheless produce the log records and both recovery log and log
archive require them. As the buffer pool cannot write dirty pages back to the failed media, the restore
operation will determine their correct up-to-date contents and restore them.
The restore operation first merges the most recent full backup, the differential backup if one exists,
and any existing incremental backups. More precisely, the restore logic proceeds page by page and, for
each page, selects the most recent page image from the backups. From the log archive and its
partitions, which are log records sorted by device identifier and then by page identifier, the merge logic
reassembles the page history and then computes the up-to-date page image, writes it to the
replacement device, and proceeds to the next page. The log records pertaining to a database page must
form a contiguous list of timestamps with their before- and after-update PageLSN values. This list
must begin with the PageLSN value found in the most recent page image from the backups.

Figure 21. Merging backups and partitions in the log archive.
Figure 21 illustrates a restore situation with a full backup, two incremental backups, and a log
archive with three partitions. The I/O pattern is that of the final pass of a merge sort, even if the logic
is a slight variation: it selects the most recent one among page images in the backups and it assembles
a contiguous page history from the log records in the log archive.
The number of backups is typically very small: one full backup, possibly one differential backup,
and a few incremental backups since the last full or differential backup. The number of partitions in
the log archive might be substantial, however. For example, if the sort workspace allocated to log
archiving holds only 5 minutes worth of log records, log archiving produces 12 partitions per hour,
almost 300 partitions per day, about 2,000 partitions per week, or nearly 10,000 partitions per month.
Media recovery can succeed with a single merge step only if it can merge all partitions at once, with
sufficient buffer space for each. With backups and log archive prime candidates for low-cost highcapacity storage, i.e., traditional disk drives or arrays, the buffer space should be ½ MB per partition.
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If the most recent backup is one week old, this require a merge fan-in of about 2,000 and thus about
1 GB including a few extra buffers for prefetching guided by forecasting.
If a single merge step is not possible with such a large fan-in, intermediate merge steps are
required. These can be asynchronous to both log archiving and restore operations. In other words, they
may lag log archiving but they should be sufficiently frequent and fast to enable recovery at any time
with a feasible merge fan-in. For example, a daily merge of 300 partitions may use only 150 MB of
memory yet enable single-pass media recovery at any time, with a merge fan-in of about 300 (including
the current day) and even with only one monthly backup. With respect to the effort for intermediate
merge steps, note that the log archive and its partitions are much smaller than the database and
traditional daily incremental backups.

7.4 Active transactions
Single-pass restore, as mentioned earlier, is an offline operation. In other words, while a singlepass merge of backup and log archive populates the replacement device, no active transactions may
query or update the device contents. Instant restore (Section 9) removes this limitation. However, in
the absence of instant restore, what is the fate of active transactions during single-pass restore of a
device? In other words, if a transaction has, at the time of a media failure, already queried or updated
the failed contents, how does this transaction resume or roll back?
A read-only transaction can readily abort without any need for rollback actions on the failed device.
Alternatively, it can pause until restore operations finish and then resume. Similarly, an update
transaction can pause and resume later. The problem with any paused transaction is, however, that
it retains its locks, including those locking data on other devices.
An incomplete transaction cannot commit or roll back in the ordinary way. It may commit
eventually (after the restore operation) if the existing log records indeed guarantee durability, i.e.,
single-pass restore will include all updates already logged by the transaction. It may commit earlier if
no further updates are required on the failed device. On the other hand, an incomplete transaction
cannot roll back if its “undo” actions conflict with the offline restore operation.
Some techniques discussed earlier as applications of single-page recovery provide some relief. An
incomplete transaction may roll back with deferred “undo” (Section 4.4), i.e., it produces rollback log
records into the recovery log but it does not apply these rollback log records to database pages. Instead
of transaction abort, an incomplete transaction may also continue with “read” elision (Section 4.3) or
with write elision (Section 4.2). Write elision applies only if the required database pages are resident
in the buffer pool and if the restore operation relies on database pages in the buffer pool rather than
those derived from backup and log archive. Read elision requires a unique path to the data such that
any subsequent query or update operation will detect incomplete update propagation. For example, if
the root page of a self-repairing b-tree (Section 4.1) resides on a different device, a transaction may
write a log record for an insertion and modify the root node such that the first access will find its child
page out-of-date. Eventually, single-page recovery can propagate the insertion towards and eventually
to the appropriate leaf page. Depending on the self-repairing properties of the root page, e.g., expected
LSN values in the index catalog, read elision may apply even to the index root page, i.e., to cases in
which an entire index resides on the failed device.

7.5 Summary of single-pass restore
In summary, a partially sorted log archive offers both fast, continuous log archiving and fast,
single-pass restore. Archiving remains a single pass over the log records, comparable to traditional log
archiving that merely suppresses some log records and some log record fields, and then compresses log
records. The new archiving logic is quite similar to run generation in an external merge sort.
Log replay, i.e., taking a database image forward through time, merely needs to merge a database
backup and the log archive. The new restore logic is quite similar to the final merge step in an external
merge sort. Reading the database backup and writing the new up-to-date database both proceed with
the bandwidth of the respective I/O devices. The restored database is immediately up-to-date. In
traditional restore operations, log replay takes by far the most time due to many random I/O operations
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in the restored database. In contrast, the new restore logic hides log replay within the phase restoring
a full backup without substantially increasing the time required. In addition, it can hide
comprehensive in-stream consistency checks for the new database as described below for virtual
backups (Section 8.3).
ARIES restore
Transaction
logging
Database
backups
Log archiving
Restoring
backups
Log replay

Single-pass restore

Same techniques and costs
Offline or online
Offline or online
full, differential, or
full backups
incremental backups
Copy and compress
Partial sort + aggregation of
original recovery log
log records
One backup at a time;
merge possible
Merge backup and runs of
In order of original
the log archive – random I/O
with large transfers as in
execution – much
external merge sort
random page I/O in
the database
Suspended during restore,
rollback after restore is complete

Active
transactions
New
Only after restore is complete
transactions
Table 3. ARIES restore and single-pass restore.

Table 3 compares traditional ARIES media restore and single-pass restore. There is no difference
for user transactions, system transaction, and their logging activities. While ARIES requires full
backups and benefits from differential and incremental backups, despite their complexity and runtime effort, single-pass restore renders differential and incremental backups obsolete (Section 8.4) and
permits taking full backups without imposing any load on the database server (Section 8.3). Log
archiving differs substantially: ARIES-based systems merely copy and perhaps compress log records
whereas single-pass restore requires partial sorting, i.e., run generation, during log archiving. Like
sort-based aggregation in query execution, partial sorting aids aggregation of log records, quite similar
to early duplicate removal in sorting [BD 83]. The restore process, when invoked, also differs
substantially: ARIES-based systems first restore one or multiple backups, possibly merging a full
backup, a differential backup, and one or multiple incremental backups, and then reply the log,
possibly after sorting the log records for “fast log apply” [S 05]. In contrast, single-pass restore merges
all available backups and the runs of the log archive in a single merge step, thus restoring fully up-todate database pages on the replacement device. Both approaches restore offline, i.e., active
transactions with uncommitted updates on the failed device as well as new queries and transactions
against the replacement device all must wait until the restore operation complete. Instant restore
(Section 9) removes this offline period.

8 Applications of single-pass restore
The essence of single-pass restore is the partially sorted log archive, created with a single-pass
algorithm embedded in the archiving logic and used with a single-pass algorithm that merges backups
and partitions in the log archive. The partially sorted log archive enables functionality beyond efficient
log archiving and efficient restore operations. For example, it renders all differential and incremental
backups obsolete and it permits backup commands that complete in seconds rather than hours.
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8.1 Pipeline extensions
A simple and obvious extension of single-pass restore immediately creates a new, up-to-date full
backup. Should another media failure occur in the future, recovery can start with this new backup.
Thus, creation of such a backup renders all earlier log records in the log archive obsolete. Creation of
a new, up-to-date backup requires extending the pipeline that creates an up-to-date replacement
database with one or two additional steps. The last step writes the new backup; the optional preceding
step may suppress white space and apply any other desired form of compression.

Figure 22. Single-pass restore with immediate backup.
Figure 22 illustrates a backup file created as a side effect of an single-pass restore operation.
Beyond the logic to restore the new database, the recovery logic compresses the page images (using
the same techniques as for other backups, e.g., suppression of white space) and appends them to the
backup media.
The sequential pass reading the old backup and writing both the replacement database and the
new backup enables in-stream consistency checks for all three. Obviously, the consistency checks for
the replacement database and new backup are more important than for the old backup, but if the
replacement database or new backup fails the consistency check, it is useful to know whether the
inconsistency stems from the old backup or from the log archive. For example, if the backup is
inconsistent but the log archive is good, another recovery attempt can start with an older backup.
A consistency check within the recovery pipeline matches facts derived repeatedly from a database,
and an aggregation algorithm or bit vector filtering can determine the required number of occurrences
of matching facts [GS 09]. For example, the fact “page 47 belongs to b-tree index 11, it is a leaf (level0) node with key range (fence keys) x and y” can be extracted from both page 47 and its parent (level1) page in the index. It must be found precisely twice in any database scan. Similar matching facts
apply to the relationships between secondary indexes and their table’s primary data structure. Checks
between tables with a foreign key integrity constraint require traditional bit vector filters, as do
materialized views and their relationships to their base tables. Suitable filters in a restore pipeline
from an old backup to a new backup can extract and verify such facts with minimal additional
overhead. The facts to match and the complexity of the matching logic depend on the index structure,
e.g., b-tree versus hash table or, among alternative b-tree structures, Blink-tree [LY 81] versus Foster
b-tree [GKK 12].
Between log replay and writing to the replacement database and the backup, the restore logic can
also optimize database pages. For example, within each database page, it can defragment in-page free
space, remove ghost (invalid) records, compress valid records, etc. It can also move database page, e.g.,
defragment leaf pages of a b-tree for faster sequential scans. While all affected index pages are in the
database pool, the restore logic can apply load balancing or other structural change such as adoption
in Foster b-trees [GKK 12]. For the database, there is little difference whether such database
reorganization steps run part of the restore logic or run later. If an immediate backup is part of the
restore pipeline, however, the place of the reorganization step determines whether the backup reflects
database pages before or after the reorganization.
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8.2 Instant backup
Among the most onerous database maintenance tasks are backups, due to large data volumes, long
durations, and their impact on system load and, in the case of remote backup storage, network load.
For large databases on large devices, backups can take hours simply for reading all allocated database
pages and for writing them to the backup media. Instant backup reduces the duration of backup
commands from many hours to seconds or minutes.
Clearly, it is not possible to perform a traditional backup operation in seconds or to write a full
backup file in minutes. In other words, an instant backup must rely, at least in part, on pre-existing
data. The crucial idea is to combine a pre-existing backup with a log archive in such a way that these
files together provide the benefits of a backup taken at the time of the backup command. Thus, this
technique redefines what constitutes a backup, focusing not on a single file but on guaranteed efficient
restore operations instead.
Usage of these files is precisely as in a single-pass restore operation, i.e., a high-speed merge of an
old backup with partitions of the log archive. This merge operation may occur immediately as part of
the backup command, asynchronously after the backup command is completed, or lazily during a
restore operation. The last option is correct but, in the case of excessively many partitions in the log
archive, it increases the restore time after a media failure. Sufficient merging should happen
immediately or asynchronously to ensure that a restore operation requires only a single merge step.

Figure 23. Instant backup.
Figure 23 illustrates data flow in transaction processing, database backup, log archiving, instant
backup, and single-pass restore. It is, of course, quite similar to Figure 1, except that the combination
of out-of-date backup and log archive produces a new backup rather than a replacement database.
During transaction processing, the database system writes log records to the recovery log and dirty
pages to the database. Database backups, once created, remain read-only and fall out-of-date. Log
archiving sorts log records from the recovery log into runs and perhaps even indexes these records
using a partitioned b-tree on page identifier (run number equal partition identifier). When a restore
operation is needed, a single-pass restore operation merges an out-of-date database backup and the
appropriate partitions in the log archive, with only moderately more I/O than copying a backup to new
database media. When a new backup is wanted, the most recent backup and the appropriate partitions
in the log archive are immediately ready yet, when needed, they can serve the purpose of a traditional
backup.
An instant backup defines a backup point similar to that of an offline backup (see Section 2.4).
Such points occur regularly during log archiving into a partially sorted log archive, namely when the
archiving logic switches from one output partition to the next. In the case of an explicit backup
command, the archiving logic can force such a switch immediately by assigning the log record currently
scanned and all subsequent log records to a new output partition. As soon as this switch point has
worked through the run generation logic, e.g., the priority queue, the instant backup is complete in
the form of pre-existing backup file and a fixed set of partitions in the log archive.
For even faster completion of an explicit backup command, the switch from one log archive
partition to a new one is not required. A restore operation, however, must scan the entire partition
containing the backup time and apply log records selectively, depending on the state (and the PageLSN
value) of the affected database pages. Moreover, a log archive partition containing a backup time must
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inhibit aggregation of log records, because a restore operation might find any database page in any
intermediate state.

8.3 Virtual backups
A virtual backup operation produces an up-to-date backup image of the database without even
accessing the database. In other words, it is not a backup at all in the sense that it does not read any
information from the active database; nonetheless, it produces a backup image just as if it had. It
differs from an instant backup by producing a single backup image, whereas an instant backup
satisfies the purpose of a backup with multiple files, i.e., an out-of-date backup and the appropriate
partitions of the log archive.
The basic idea of virtual backups does not require any new techniques: take an old backup and
replay the recovery log in order to produce not an up-to-date database image but an up-to-date backup
image. In the past, however, this process would require completely sorting the recovery log covering
days or weeks or it would require decompressing the old backup onto standard database storage
followed by log replay with hours or days of random I/O operations.
With an older backup and a partially sorted log archive, a virtual backup can be simple and fast.
The operation merely merges the older backup and the partitions of the log archive, very similarly to
a single-pass restore operation. The difference, if any, is the precise format of the produced backup.
For example, while a restore operation writes page images on page boundaries in the target space, a
backup operation may compress page contents, suppress empty space within pages (often >25% in btree pages), etc.
A virtual backup operation may produce a backup image with incomplete transactions, just as an
online backup operation does. While using this backup image, transactions must continue (with
subsequent log records) or they must roll back.
A special optimization enabled by efficient virtual backup operations involves two nodes and
minimizes the required network bandwidth between them. Consider a primary node with the database
and the recovery log as well as a secondary node with backup images and the log archive. During
normal transaction processing, the primary node ships a copy of its local log, perhaps with some log
records removed such as checkpoint log records, to the secondary node, where the log archiving logic
sorts and compresses the log records to form the log archive. When it is time to take a new backup,
traditional backup operations require substantial additional network bandwidth from the primary to
the secondary nodes. The provisioned hardware must satisfy this bandwidth requirement even if this
bandwidth is useful only during backup operations. The virtual backup operation can run entirely
within the secondary node, with no network bandwidth needs for page images, simply by merging an
earlier backup with the partitions of the log archive, both local to the secondary node. Thus, the
proposed remote virtual backup technique reduces bursts in the load of primary node and of the
network, permitting to provision both for the transaction processing workload rather than for
additional bursts due to backup operations.

Figure 24. Remote log archiving and remote virtual backup.
Figure 24 illustrates information flow and in particular node assignment of backup operations in
a remote virtual backup. The primary node is in the top-left and the secondary node is in the bottomright. The primary node performs user transactions against its database, writing appropriate log
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records to the local recovery log. It also ships log records to the secondary node, where the archiving
logic sorts and compresses the log records into a partially sorted log archive. If the number of runs in
the log archive approaches the threshold for a single merge step, the secondary node also merges runs.
Alternatively, it may merge runs regularly and proactively, e.g., once a day. The secondary node also
holds backup copies of the database, which, once created, remain read-only and thus fall out-of-date.
When it is time to create a new backup file, the secondary node merges an out-of-date backup and the
runs of the log archive, typically in a single merge step. Merging with large units of I/O is almost as
efficient as sequential I/O. In other words, the required I/O effort is equal to reading the old backup
once and sequentially, reading the log archive once and almost as fast as sequentially, and writing the
new backup once and sequentially.
In addition to full backups, virtual backup operations can also produce differential and
incremental backup images. Instead of copying unmodified database pages from the old backup to the
new one, only modified pages are copied, with the originals taken from a full, differential, or
incremental backup. If all differential and incremental backups are derived from older backups rather
than the database, there is no need for special data structures (bitmaps) in the database in order to
track recently changed database pages (see Section 2.4).

8.4 Obsolete incremental backups
Even if differential and incremental backups may become simpler and perhaps even more efficient
to obtain, they actually become obsolete. Since log replay is as simple and efficient as a merge operation
between full backup and log archive, there seems to be little advantage in producing and using
differential and incremental backups.
The traditional value of differential and incremental backups has been to shorten log replay with
its numerous random I/O operations in the database. Moreover, a database page with multiple updates
during a single day (interval between incremental backups) requires only a single restore operation
rather than multiple individual “redo” operations in traditional log replay, possibly with eviction from
the buffer pool and thus repeated random I/O operations for the same database page.
With log replay based on merging partitions of a partially sorted log archive, and thus a stream of
log records completely sorted on page identifiers just like a database backup, these arguments are
obsolete. First, a restore operation reads (from the old backup) and writes (to the new backup or the
replacement database) each database page only once. Second, the I/O patterns are sequential in the
old backup, in the new backup or in the replacement database, and within each partition of the log
archive. Even if dozens of partitions are required from the log archive, the I/O units can be such that
I/O bandwidth resembles sequential I/O more than random I/O. Third, due to sorting, log archiving
can aggregate multiple log records pertaining to the same database page. Thus, each aggregated log
record in the log archive represents a net change for the affected database pages. Individual original
log records are required only for periods during which an online backup was taken from the database.
In sum, the new substitute for log replay, i.e., merging backup and log archive, is faster than
differential and incremental backups plus traditional log replay.

8.5 Summary of single-pass restore applications
In summary, a partially sorted log archive enables continuous, single-pass creation of the log
archive from the recovery log as well as single-pass log replay by merging backups and sorted runs
from the log archive. Without substantially increasing the complexity of log archiving, log replay
becomes so efficient that it can supplant differential and incremental backups. Since a simple merge
operation can produce an up-to-date full backup, it can be more efficient to create a new, up-to-date
full backup from an old backup and the log archive than to scan the active database and to interfere
with active transaction processing. Finally, the continuous process of log archiving can switch to a new
output run at any time; forcing this switch quickly produces a set of files that together enable efficient
media recovery and thus may take the place of an up-to-date full backup.
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9 Instant restore after a media failure
Obviously, it is impossible to finish a restore operation much faster than single-pass restore does.
Therefore, “instant restore” merely gives the illusion of a truly instant restore operation: it permits
queries and updates practically immediately after a replacement device is available, i.e., formatted
but empty. Nonetheless, in spite of concurrent transactions, the restore operation may complete in
about the same time as an offline single-pass restore operation, i.e., much faster than a traditional
restore operation with log replay using log records in their original order.

9.1 Indexed backup and log archive
The principal technique enabling the appearance of an instant restore operation is on-demand
restore operations for the immediately needed pieces of the failed media. In other words, the failed
media and its replacement are conceptually divided into segments (a page or a set of contiguous pages),
and each time a transaction attempts to access one of those segments for the first time after the failure,
that particular segment is recovered from the most recent backup and from the log archive.
In order to enable efficient on-demand single-segment media recovery, both the backups and the
log archive require appropriate indexes. A full backup does not require an index if a database page
identifier implies a byte offset in the backup file, i.e., if the backup logic fails to copy only allocated
pages, to eliminate free space within pages, and to forgo other opportunities for compression. In the
indexes for the backups, each index entry maps a segment, e.g., a database page identifier, to a location
in the backup file. A large device might be broken into 1 M segments and therefore the index requires
up to 1 M entries. In the running example of Section 7, a database storage device of 4 TB may be
broken into 1 M segments of 4 MB.
A database page identifier is a “natural” sort key for a backup file; thus, it is simple and efficient
to build a suitable b-tree index. A partially sorted log archive similarly permits efficient creation of a
b-tree index, albeit a partitioned b-tree. In the log archive organized as a partitioned b-tree, each index
entry is a log record. The run number is the partition identifier and thus prefixes the sort key. Thus,
the complete sort key in each log record within this index consists of partition identifier, device and
page identifiers, and finally and LSN value, e.g., the PageLSN before or after application of the log
record to the affected database page.

Figure 25. Database backups and log archive with indexes.
Figure 25 illustrates a full backup, two incremental backups, and a log archive. Each of them is
sorted and indexed on database page identifiers. The indexes on the backup files are traditional b-tree
indexes. The index on the log archive is a partitioned b-tree, with a b-tree partition for each run in the
partially sorted log archive. For any database page, the backups permit quick retrieval of all backup
images (even if only the most recent page image is required for recovery); and the partitioned index on
the log archive permits quick retrieval of all log records pertaining to a single database page or to all
database pages within a segment.
In addition to the partitioned b-tree, a bit vector filter might speed up search for log records
pertaining to a specific database page or segment within a storage device. With the bit vector filter, a
search for log records for a specific database page or segment may skip over partitions in the log archive
guaranteed not to include log records for that database page or segment.
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Instead of a partitioned b-tree, any data structure will do that can map a partition in the log
archive plus a segment identifier within the database to a byte offset within the log archive. For
example, if each partition in the log archive is a file, a fixed set of values in the first bytes of the file
can point to appropriate locations within the file. This alternative design exploits the file system to
manage partitions within the log archive and the fixed set of segments within the database.

9.2 Restore techniques
With backup files and log archive partitions sorted on database page identifiers, single-pass
restore merges database pages and log records in one pass over the entire device. With indexes on
backup file and log archive, restore operations can recover database pages or segments in any order,
with efficient access to all required backup images and log records. In other words, on-demand
incremental restore operations execute the logic of single-pass restore one segment at a time, for
segments required by query and transaction processing, with fast access to relevant backup and log
archive information using the indexes on those files.
With segments restored in an unpredictable order, a mechanism is required to track which
segments still require restore logic and which ones are fully recovered. A bitmap with a Boolean entry
per segment is all that is required. This “segment recovery bitmap” is not persisted in the database
yet its updates write new log records. For the case of a system failure during recovery from a media
failure, checkpoints log the current state of the segment recovery bitmap, if need be in multiple pieces
in order to fit it into log pages and log records.

Figure 26. Segment recovery bitmap.
Figure 26 illustrates a storage device logically divided into many segments, with each segment
comprising a number of individual database pages. In single-pass restore operations, a replacement
device and its contents may become available to active transactions one segment at a time in strictly
sequential order; in pure on-demand instant restore, segments (each with all the database pages it
contains) become available one segment at a time in the order in which queries and transactions
require and request database pages.
With multiple active user transactions, multiple restore operations may be active at the same time.
In fact, it may occur that two user transactions attempt to restore the same segment at the same time.
Thus, some concurrency control is required for the segment recovery bitmap. In fact, rather than
introduce bit-level locking, it seems more practical to permit three states in the map: unrecovered, in
recovery, and recovered. With three states, the granularity of locking in the map data structure seems
simple. On the other hand, waking up threads waiting for recovery of a required segment suggests an
implementation using the lock manager, i.e., a lock for each segment currently in recovery and only
two states in the map.

9.3 Restore schedules
Pure on-demand restore operations permit query and transaction processing with the replacement
device very quickly, but completion of the restore operation can take a long time. This is quite similar
to pure on-demand restart operation after a system failure (see Section 5.2). Thus, quite similar to the
combined, concurrent eager and lazy restart recovery, the recommended restore operation combines
lazy, on-demand restore operations for segments required by users and applications with eager, bulk
restore operation as in single-pass restore.
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Figure 27. Concurrent eager and lazy restore.
Figure 27 compares traditional recovery (see also Figure 5) with a combination of eager singlepass restore and concurrent on-demand, usage-guided restore. The transition from transaction
processing to media recovery, including provisioning of replacement media, requires a short initial
period. Thereafter, single-pass restore starts running in the background. Even running at low priority,
single-pass recovery ought to be faster than traditional recovery with its multiple phases.
Concurrently, as active transactions and queries attempt accesses to database pages not yet recovered,
on-demand single-page repair provides data ahead of the background recovery process, not quite one
page but one segment at a time.
Obviously, each segment requires only one restore operation. Thus, not only on-demand restore
operations but also bulk restore operations must update the segment recovery bitmap. Moreover, bulk
restore must participate in concurrency control in case multiple threads attempt to restore the same
segment at the same time.
Since the bulk restore can proceed in any order, segment by segment, it is not required that the
bulk restore logic proceed in the order of page identifiers as single-pass restore does. Instead, the bulk
restore logic may focus on metadata (free space management, database catalogs), likelihood of use
(e.g., b-tree root pages first), or specific databases, tables, indexes, or partitions. Moreover, the bulk
restore logic may pause (and resume later without loss of work) or it may run in multiple threads, with
policies depending on the hardware and the system load. In our prototype, a background thread
restores one segment at a time as needed for active transactions; lacking any immediate need, it
restores segments following the one most recently needed. For any policy, if the chosen segments are
of sufficient size, bulk restore should require the same effort as single-pass restore.

9.4 Summary of instant restore
In summary, the required data structures for backup and log archive are similar to those for singlepass restore, except that these data structures need to be not just sorted but also indexed. For the
backup, the suitable index is a b-tree. For the log archive, the suitable index is a partitioned b-tree.
Creation of those indexes is practically free during backup and log archiving into a partially sorted log
archive. For further efficiency, the log archive may also have a bit vector filter.
With those indexes, on-demand recovery restores one segment at a time, i.e., a pre-defined set of
contiguous database pages. Within each segment, the restore algorithm is that of single-pass restore.
The indexes enable efficient access to the relevant database pages in the backup and log records in the
partitions of the log archive.
Moreover, since data structures and algorithms are so similar, segment-at-a-time restore
operations can run both lazily, i.e., on demand and guided by active transactions, and eagerly, i.e.,
sweeping through all segments in the manner of single-pass restore. Thus, a restore operation should
complete in about the same time as with offline single-pass restore, i.e., much faster than traditional
restore operations with log replay and many random I/O operations, and on-demand restore guided by
active transactions should not extend media recovery time.
ARIES restore
Transaction
logging
Database
backups

Instant restore

Same techniques and costs
Offline or online
full, differential, or
incremental backups
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ARIES restore
Log archiving

Copy and compress
original recovery log

Instant restore
Partial sort +
aggregation + indexing
of log records

Restoring
backups

One backup at a time;
merge possible
Merge short runs from
backup and runs of the
In order of original
Log replay
execution – much random
log archive
page I/O in the database
Suspended during restore,
Active
rollback after restore is
Online throughout,
transactions
complete
guiding restore
operations
New
Only after restore is
transactions
complete
Table 4. ARIES restore and instant restore.
Table 4, similar to Table 3 in Section 7.5, compares traditional ARIES media restore and instant
restore. The first difference to Table 3 is that instant restore requires indexes on backups and the log
archive. The second difference is that the merge logic combining backups and log archive runs for
individual segments (short runs of database pages) rather than for once for all database pages on the
replacement media. The third and crucial difference is that both active transactions affected by the
failure and new transactions attempting to query or update the failed device may run and in fact guide
the restore logic.

10 Applications of instant restore
The techniques of instant restore enable a few additional applications beyond media recovery.

10.1 Pipeline extensions
Single-pass restore runs as a continuous offline pipeline and thus permits the techniques of Section
8.1. These techniques appear at first sight incompatible with the online behavior of instant restore.
Recovery proceeds segment-by-segment, in random sequence as guided by active transactions and in
sequential sequence once recovery of the application’s working set is complete. Thus, if restore
operations append recovered segments to a new full backup, they do so in an unpredictable sequence.
More importantly, new update transactions keep the target moving.
Indeed, an in-pipeline consistency check during instant restore is as difficult as any other online
consistency check based on a disk-order database scan. For online consistency checking, checking data
structures seems more appropriate, e.g., during each root-to-leaf traversal in a b-tree index.
On the other hand, instant restore can easily create a new full database backup. If the restore
logical appends recovered segments to the backup in the order of their recovery, they will appear in
apparently random sequent. However, since instant restore employs an index on the backup file, with
an index entry for each segment, it seems straightforward to insert the required index entries. While
single-pass restore inserts index entries in an ordered and thus most efficient manner, instant restore
inserts index entries in random sequence. With 100 to 1,000,000 segments per media and thus 100 to
1,000,000 index entries, it seems that memory can hold the entire index and thus random insertions
do not impose a substantial performance penalty.
More importantly, the result will be an online backup with incomplete transactions. Thus, should
a subsequent restore operation rely on this backup, it needs to apply all “redo” log records written
between start and completion of the backup operation. This applies, of course, to any restore operation
starting from a backup taken online, i.e., with concurrent database updates.
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10.2 Hot restore
Traditional media recovery takes a long time with no progress possible for affected transactions.
With instant restore, if replacement media are available immediately, active transactions may
continue rather than abort. After all, a media failure need not terminate the database server, which
can retain communication links and sessions as well as all server state in transaction manager, lock
manager, buffer pool, etc. Thus, such transactions may resume as soon as the information required for
on-demand restore is available in the log archive.
As a side note, hot restart (after a system failure or crash) is more difficult to realize. Resuming
incomplete transactions (with serializable transaction isolation) requires re-acquisition of read-only
locks, which are not visible in the recovery log but required for correct transaction isolation of
continuing transactions. Even more difficult is re-establishing lost communication connections and
login sessions without creation of vulnerabilities that a malicious intent can exploit.

10.3 Restore without replacement media
If no replacement media are available immediately, instant restore and write elision (see Section
4.2) together permit immediate query and transaction processing, at the expense of repeated recovery
of the same database pages or segments. Upon a buffer fault, the buffer pool loads an out-of-date page
image from the backup and brings up up-to-date using the log archive, just as in all forms of instant
restore. Queries and transactions may read and modify the page image in the buffer pool using
standard concurrency control and write-ahead logging. Upon the need for page eviction, the buffer pool
replaces the dirty page without writing it.
Upon another buffer fault for the same database page, the process repeats, including the recovery
actions already applied before. Due to this redundant work, this situation is undesirable, but continued
query and transaction processing may be more important and valuable than some repetitive work. On
the other hand, if buffer pool evictions are very rare because the buffer pool can hold the entire working
set of the application, repeated recovery action should be rare.

10.4 Online database migration
When migrating all data from one media (disk, table space, etc.) to another, there used to be three
methods. The first method takes those data offline (no updates) for the duration of a copy operation,
i.e., waits until active transaction end and prevents new transactions to access the data to be moved.
The second method moves stale data at full copy speed and eventually catches up based on the recovery
log. The third method temporarily applies each update in both places, at least for the data already
copied.
Instant restore offers a new method, treating the source data as a backup and the destination
space as replacement media. In other words, it “restores” into the new space with the old data serving
the role of the backup. Of course, the recovery logic can combine guidance by active transactions and
full bandwidth copying in the background, i.e., incremental on-demand restore logic and single-pass
restore logic.
In fact, this method does not employ the full logic and capabilities of instant restore. For example,
there is no need for an index on the backup since there is no compression. More significantly, there is
no need for replaying log records from the log archive. Put differently, active transactions can continue
(as in hot restore – Section 10.2). For segments not yet migrated, they read from the old media and
write to the new media. Importantly, as in instant restore, online database migration marks clean
pages in the buffer pool as dirty to forces them to the destination media.
If a partially complete migration aborts and needs to roll back, the same logic can migrate the data
from the original destination back to the original source. The migration back to the original source
uses as backup the segments already migrated to the original destination or the out-of-date contents
of the original source. Inverting the segment recovery map of the original migration creates the initial
segment recovery map for the migration back.
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This new method avoids duplicate efforts for immediate maintenance of two copies or for log-based
catch-up; yet it runs online guided by actual data usage as well as at full bandwidth while the system
is otherwise idle.

10.5 Summary of instant restore applications
In summary, instant restore requires some minor changes from single-pass restore for immediate,
up-to-date backups, but it also enables new solutions not possible with traditional restore or with
single-pass restore. Transactions that access failed media actually may continue without much
interruption; and online migration of databases, tables, and indexes may employ recovery techniques.

11 Multiple page, system, and media failures
Earlier sections consider one failure at a time: a single-page failure (Section 3), a system failure
(Section 5), or a media failure (Sections 7 and 9). The present section considers failure and response
during recovery from an earlier failure. It does not rise to a comprehensive analysis of multiple
failures, i.e., any failure at any time during recovery from any earlier scenario with multiple failures.
The first such analysis has yet to be written for any database recovery technique or set of techniques.
Among the four failure classes, i.e., transaction, system, media, and single-page failures, this
discussion ignores transaction failures, since single-transaction rollback is present in all scenarios and
readily feasible guided by the per-transaction chain of log records. In all cases, transaction rollback
writes log records as it updates the database back to its original contents and then commits.

11.1 Single-page failure during restore
Recovery from a single-page failure on a device without a prior media failure can ignore any
concurrent media failure and media recovery. A single-page failure within a segment not yet recovered
seems impossible since recovery of the appropriate segment must precede any further logic verifying
and accessing a database page. If a single-page failure is found after the surrounding segment has
already been restored, then single-page recovery must run again, albeit for a single page rather than
all pages in a segment. Note that single-page recovery already is a principal mechanism in instant
restore.
The difference to single-page recovery as discussed in Section 3 is the presence of log archiving
and of recycling space on the logging device. While the recovery log guides single-page recovery with
per-transaction chains of log records, the log archive and its index format enable efficient search for
log records pertaining to a specific database page. Thus, single-page recovery combines elements of
single-pass restore, i.e., searching the log archive, and of the initial design of single-page recovery, i.e.,
traversing per-page chains of log records in the recovery log.

11.2 Single-page failure during restart
A database page may fail a consistency check during restart, e.g., after a write operation remained
incomplete due to a power failure that also led to system failure and restart. In that case, recovery
starts the standard single-page recovery with an earlier page image, e.g., from a backup. If log
archiving enables recycling space on the logging device, single-page recovery needs to employ the log
archive as discussed earlier. Thus, a single-page failure during restart presents no problem.

11.3 Multiple system failures
Recovery from a crash during restart requires no additional code – both traditional restart and
instant restart handle earlier partial and failed restarts. Since log analysis does not modify any
persistent data structures, it is quite possible that another restart attempt and its log analysis will
similarly fail. The cause must be external, e.g., a power failure, or internal to the database
management system, i.e., in formatting, writing, reading, or analyzing log records. External causes
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require changes outside the database management system; internal errors require repair of code
defects.
A crash during “redo” or “undo” may need to consider log records preceding both the original crash
and any subsequent crashes. The starting point for log analysis is always the last complete checkpoint,
ignoring any subsequent incomplete checkpoint. A checkpoint immediately after log analysis avoids
repeated log analysis of the same log records after a further system failure, i.e., while processing “redo,”
“undo,” and new transactions.
If a system failure occurs after log analysis, the subsequent recovery and its log analysis will recreate the list of in-doubt pages and the list of incomplete transactions with their locks. These lists
may differ from those during earlier recovery attempts due to completed single-page recovery
(including writing recovered pages back to the database), completed transaction rollback (including
new log records and possibly writing the affected database pages), and database changes by new
transactions concurrent with the earlier recovery attempt. Based on log records written during
transaction rollback and by new transactions, log analysis will correctly identify those pages and those
transactions, and thus it will set up on-demand single-page “redo” recovery and on-demand singletransaction “undo” recovery precisely as required.
Frequent checkpoints during “redo” and “undo” might be a good policy. Similarly, during “redo”
and “undo,” the buffer pool might write dirty pages more actively than during normal transaction
processing. Such policies may apply to recovery from any failure but particularly after multiple system
failures.
If log analysis includes lock re-acquisition, i.e., if log analysis recovers all server state present in
checkpoint log records, then the first post-crash checkpoint may follow immediately after log analysis.
Log analysis after a second system failure can exploit such a checkpoint. Thus, log analysis after the
second system failure scans only log records written by “undo” actions of the first restart and of new
transactions after the first restart. In contrast, traditional (ARIES) restart entirely omits lock reacquisition or (when optimized for new transactions during the “undo” phase) includes it in the “redo”
phase. Thus, traditional restart cannot log new checkpoints until after the “redo” phase or even until
after the “undo” phase.

Figure 28. Log analysis in a second system failure.
Figure 28 illustrates how a second system failure takes advantage of the log analysis completed
during a first system failure. The two bottom-most lines indicate the log analysis effort required after
a 2nd system failure: the longer line indicates the effort without a checkpoint immediately after the 1st
crash and its log analysis; the short line indicates the required effort if a new checkpoint was possible
and completed immediately after the 1 st crash and its log analysis. Even if multiple system failures
occur, if each takes a database checkpoint immediately after log analysis, then each log record is
scanned only once for log analysis.

11.4 Multiple media failures
A media failure during recovery from an earlier media failure similarly is covered by the restore
functionality discussed so far. If one device fails while a restore operation writes to another device, the
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two device failures are independent and two independent instances of restore algorithms can recover
from them.
If a replacement device fails while still the destination of a restore operation, the current restore
operation may stop immediately and a new one can start with a new replacement device. This restore
operation requires a new segment recovery bitmap. In other words, a segment recovery bitmap
pertains to specific replacement media, and new replacement media (after a new media failure) imply
a new segment recovery bitmap.
Incidentally, single-pass restore could produce a new, up-to-date database backup on the side.
Database pages would appear in this backup in the same order as in the database, the old backup, and
the partitions of the log archive. Instant restore could also produce a new backup as side effect, but
this new database backup would contain segments in the order of recovery, i.e., in apparently random
order. Nonetheless, it is still possible to produce an index for subsequent instant restore, i.e., segment
by segment restore operation on demand by applications or transactions. Note that with a moderate
number of segments (e.g., 1 M), the entire index fits in memory during backup and index creation.

Figure 29. Multiple media failures.
Figure 29 illustrates a 2nd media failure after a 1st media recovery is partially complete. The 2 nd
recovery abandons both the initial replacement device and the segment recovery map built up during
media recovery to that device. Another media recovery requires another replacement device and a new
segment recovery map.

11.5 System failure during media restore
As restoring the contents of a large database device may take hours, a system failure with a
partially recovered replacement device is always possible. Fortunately, both single-pass restore and
instant restore can resume without loss of work.
Specifically, even if the segment recovery bitmap is not permanent and thus maintained only in
volatile memory, it is part of each checkpoint. Moreover, segment restoration is logged. Thus, log
analysis can bring the in-memory segment recovery bitmap up-to-date. If a restore operation retains
dirty database pages in the buffer pool and those are lost in the system failure, single-page recovery
can restore them from backup and log archive.
As mentioned earlier, system restart must resume log archiving, i.e., restart the log archiving logic
with the correct log records. This is entirely independent of any active restore operation and its
continuation after a system restart.

11.6 Media failure during system restart
Failure of database storage media during log analysis has no effect as log analysis only reads the
recovery log. The appropriate techniques for media failure during traditional “redo” and “undo” (based
on log scans) depend on immediate availability of replacement media.
If replacement media (as well as database backup and log archive) are immediately available, the
restart logic can access database pages only within segments already recovered by the restore logic,
i.e., merging appropriate parts of the database backup and of partitions of the log archive. Once the
restore logic has a segment up-to-date with the end of the log archive, the restart logic may apply
remaining “redo” actions and, for transactions failed with the system failure, “undo” actions.
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If replacement media are not available, “redo” and “undo” actions for pages on the failed device
must wait. All “redo” actions must wait until replacement media become available. Active transactions
might be able to finish without further activity requiring the failed media; otherwise, active
transactions can wait for that time or they can roll back immediately.
Alternatively, as mentioned in Section 4.4, when a non-essential volume is not available during
restart recovery, transaction-by-transaction “undo” can defer “undo” actions. In addition to attaching
deferred “undo” actions to branch nodes in a b-tree, to be pushed down when their child nodes are
accessed, restart with missing volumes requires attaching deferred “undo” actions to volumes. An
implementation might use a catalog of volumes or some other mechanism to identify volumes and
invoke the deferred “redo” and “undo” actions when volumes are mounted.

11.7 Summary of recovery after multiple failures
In summary, repeated system failures or repeated media failures simply require re-starting the
standard restart or restore algorithms. A repeated restart may benefit from a checkpoint taken
immediately after log analysis in the first restart attempt. A repeated restore operation requires new
replacement media and a new segment recovery bitmap.
A combination of media and system failure requires that each page access first invokes the restore
logic combining database backup and log archive and then the restart logic using single-page recovery
based on the recent pre-crash recovery log. The segment recovery bitmap prevents redundant
invocations of the restore logic (just as in every other case of instant restore) and PageLSN values
prevent redundant invocations of the restart logic (just as in every other case of instant restart).

12 Instant failover
Instant failover assumes a pair of nodes and log shipping similar to Figure 24: using a buffer pool,
the database, and a recovery log, a primary node executes queries and updates while one or more
secondary nodes hold a database backup and the log archive. Their principal communication is
continuous log shipping from the primary to the secondary nodes. The principal performance metric is
how quickly a secondary node can take over query and transaction processing after discovery that the
primary node or its communication has failed.
In the traditional approach to high availability and fast failover, each secondary node holds a
complete copy of the database and always keeps it up-to-date by immediate application of all log
records received via log shipping. An alternative is mirroring – instead of log records, the primary node
ships database pages as it writes them to its local database. Compared to log shipping, mirroring saves
the effort on each secondary node, i.e., reading database pages that require changes and then applying
received log records. On the other hand, mirroring ships entire pages even when only a few bytes have
changed. Moreover, both mirroring and log shipping require a full up-to-date copy of the database on
each secondary node.
In some fortuitous cases, these additional database copies can serve query processing and thus
offload the primary server. Note that concurrency control conflicts between such queries and updates
received from the primary server must terminate the queries. Thus, splitting a workload in this way
works best with snapshot isolation and multi-version concurrency control. Moreover, without such a
workload of read-only transactions, the secondary servers maintain their up-to-date database copies
purely for the chance of a possible failover.
In the new design, instant failover, a secondary node does not require an up-to-date copy of the
database. It merely requires empty space for a new copy of the database, a full database backup (days,
weeks, or even months old), and a log archive covering the entire interval since the full database
backup. Both database backup and log archive must support fast access by page identifier, typically
using indexes similar to those required for instant restore.
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Figure 30. Nodes and data for instant failover.
Figure 30 illustrates an example system setup that enables instant failover, with the diagonal red
line separating primary and secondary sites. The primary node runs application transactions using its
buffer pool, the database, and the recovery log. Each secondary node holds a backup and continuously
builds up its copy of the log archive. The free space remains untouched until a failover actually occurs.
It might be useful to compare this diagram to Figure 6 – the differences are the sorted and indexed log
archive and the free space instead of an up-to-date copy of the database.
Failover requires recovery of both server state and database contents. The server state includes
transaction manager, lock manager, and buffer pool. Recovery or re-initialization of server state is
quite similar to system restart. Recovery of database contents is quite similar to media restore
operations. Thus, instant failover must combine log information and recovery actions from both instant
restart and instant restore, with some additional concerns and considerations.
By default, failover to a secondary node must terminate and roll back incomplete transactions.
Thus, log shipping must include database checkpoints as well as all required transaction information.
In particular, log shipping must also include “undo” information until a transaction is complete, i.e.,
its commit log record acknowledged by the secondary node. On the other hand, if failover is very fast,
transactions might continue on the secondary node after the failover. In general, such a “hot failover”
requires failover of communication and sessions, in addition to failover of transactions, database, and
recovery log. A promising intermediate solution continues only selected transactions, e.g., those that
do not modify logical database contents but modify the database representation, e.g., index creation or
removal.

12.1 Log shipping and log archiving
The foundation of up-to-date failover is log shipping. The primary node executes transactions, logs
and commits their database changes in the local recovery log, maintains the database, and sends the
log records to the secondary node. The secondary node receives the log records and archives them in a
log archive as described for instant restore, i.e., partially sorted and indexed by a partitioned b-tree.
The log records sent from primary node to secondary node must include checkpoint information,
i.e., incomplete transactions and their non-read-only locks. Checkpoint information about in-doubt
pages is not required because media recovery re-creates database contents from a backup and the log
archive, not from the database and its recovery log. Similarly, the primary node need not send log
records about pages written back to the database.
The log records sent from primary node to secondary node must include transaction commit log
record and, for log records of uncommitted transactions, transaction identifiers and “undo”
information. The actual log archiving process may reduce the log records. In principle, a secondary
node may apply all log compression described for instant restore. For example, once it has received the
commit log record for a particular transaction, there is no need to retain “undo” information. If,
however, the secondary node writes “redo” information to its persistent log archive before it receives
the commit log record, it must include “undo” information and the recovery logic during failover
becomes more complex.
Even after writing log records to the log archive, a secondary node retains the recovery log as
received for the current checkpoint interval. In other words, when it receives a complete checkpoint,
it may discard log records written to the log archive and preceding the checkpoint in the original
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recovery log. Depending on the memory available in the secondary node, the log volume, and the
checkpoint interval, an implementation may turn the log records of each checkpoint interval into a
run within the log archive and a partition in the partitioned b-tree indexing the log archive.

12.2 Recovery of server state in a failover
The relevant server state for restart and failover covers the transaction manager, the lock
manager, and the buffer pool – in other words, the set of active transactions other than read-only
transactions, the set of locks held by active transactions (except read-only locks), and the set of indoubt database pages (remaining dirty in the database buffer pool). Instant failover recovers server
state using techniques adapted from instant restart.
In instant restart (Section 5), log analysis recovers the required server state such that transaction
processing can resume immediately with concurrent “redo” recovery actions (in the form of single-page
repair) and “undo” actions (in the form of single-transaction rollback). ARIES and its variants and
implementations recover only the transaction manager during log analysis. The “redo” scan over the
recovery log identifies in-doubt pages and checks them immediately. The lock manager does not need
recovery if new transactions must wait until all recovery phases are complete. For new transactions
already during the “undo” phase, ARIES permits lock re-acquisition during the “redo” phase [MHL 92].
For instant failover, the new primary (formerly secondary) node may perform log analysis either
continuously while receiving log records, i.e., before the failover, or as part of taking over primary
responsibility for the database, i.e., after the failover decision. Mixed models are possible. For example,
a secondary node may track the set of active transactions continuously during log shipping yet acquire
locks only after a failover. With such a design, a secondary node avoids expensive lock management
yet can acquire locks for active transactions quickly based on log records of active transactions. These
log records are readily available using the per-transaction log chains. Lock acquisition after a failover
does not necessarily require checkpoint log records in the log-shipping stream or a complete scan of all
log records since the most recent database checkpoint, but the checkpoint log records can help.
Long-running transactions may require special techniques for efficient failover. Instead of tracing
the per-transaction log chain backward to log records minutes or even hours old, it seems more efficient
to exploit checkpoint log records that list the set of non-read-only locks for each active transaction.
These checkpoint log records may be the standard database checkpoints or they may be special pertransaction checkpoints, applied only to long-running transactions and containing the same
information as the log records for database checkpoint. A per-transaction checkpoint log record should
be part of the per-transaction chain of log records. Per-transaction log analysis ends when
encountering such a per-transaction checkpoint. Thus, a long-running transaction should write a pertransaction checkpoint about as frequently as the system takes database checkpoints. It may be
possible to simplify and speed up database checkpoints even in single-node deployments using such
per-transaction checkpoints.
Tracking in-doubt pages modified by recent and active transactions is not required during instant
failover. Instead, instant failover includes instant restore and all database pages require recovery.

12.3 Recovery of database contents in a failover
Transaction processing after a failover assumes that the database on the new primary node is upto-date and transaction-consistent. Instant failover starts with a full database backup and a log
archive, with some log records still being sorted in order to form a partially sorted log archive indexed
by a partitioned b-tree. Those log records may still linger in memory, i.e., the failover node has received
them but has not added them to the persistent log archive yet. Instant failover recovers database
contents using techniques adapted from instant restore.
The first task towards database recovery during instant failover sorts and indexes those log
records. They may remain in memory and not immediately be added to the persistent log archive. The
important aspect is that the restore logic can readily access all log records received from the failed
former primary node.
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The second task provisions database media for future database storage, recovery log, and log
archiving. If additional nodes require further log shipping, the new primary node sets up appropriate
connections and log shipping streams.
The third task initiates single-pass restore in the background. It will run until all restore
operations are complete. It will coordinate with on-demand incremental restore operations by avoiding
concurrent recovery of the same database segment, by marking database segments it recovered, and
by skipping over database segments already recovered by on-demand incremental restore operations.
The logic of single-pass restore during instant failover is the same as during media recovery
(Section 7). Thus, it reads the database backup in large units of I/O, merges partitions of the log archive
with one another and with the backup pages, and writes the replacement database in similarly large
units of I/O, i.e., with high bandwidth.
The fourth task of instant failover resumes transaction processing. When a transaction invokes
the buffer pool for a database page not yet recovered, the logic of instant restore recovers the
appropriate database segment on demand, exploiting appropriate indexes on the backup and on the
partitions of the log archive. When a transaction requests a lock conflicting with one of the transactions
active prior to the failover, that transaction must rollback. Transaction rollback may invoke restore
operations for one or multiple segments by invoking the buffer pool for database pages not yet
recovered.
The final task of instant failover rolls back pre-failover transactions not yet aborted on demand
upon lock conflicts with new transactions. If desired, this task may start earlier, in which case it may
well trigger restore operations for individual database segments. On the other hand, earlier execution
of this task focuses early recovery efforts on the application’s working set within the database. Of
course, all pre-failover transactions must write rollback log records just as during rollback without
failover.

12.4 Summary of instant failover
In summary, instant failover requires log shipping before the failure and techniques from instant
restart and instant restore after the failover. As in traditional log shipping, a transaction is durable
even in the event of a complete node failure only after the secondary node has received all its log
records including the commit log record. As in instant restart, log analysis recovers server state, in
particular the transaction manager’s set of active transactions and these transactions’ non-read-only
locks. As in instant restore, a partially sorted and indexed log archive permits log replay by merging
backup and partitions of the log archive, both as required by active transactions and in bulk in the
background.
Log analysis can rely on continuous inspection of the stream of log records or on post-failover
analysis of log records between the most recent checkpoint and the end of the log-shipping stream,
which assumes that log shipping transmits checkpoint log records. In the recommended hybrid
technique, each secondary node continuously tracks active transactions with acquisition of locks only
after a failover indeed occurred. This hybrid avoids the need for checkpoint log records in the logshipping stream as well as the overhead of continuous acquisition and release of locks in the secondary
node.
Log shipping for instant failover using these techniques requires much fewer resources on the
secondary node than traditional log shipping. Instant failover merely requires a database backup,
whereas traditional log shipping and failover requires an active database; and instant failover merely
merges backup and log archive partitions in quasi-sequential I/O operations, whereas log replay in
traditional log shipping and in traditional failover requires either many random I/O operations or an
extremely large, dedicated buffer pool. Nonetheless, failover latency is quite similar in both
techniques, gated by the delay in log shipping, and transaction processing performance after the
failover suffers only slightly immediately after instant restart.
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Traditional mirroring
Load on primary node
before failure

Send entire pages

Load on secondary
node before failure

Write received pages
(random I/O)

Load after failover
Vulnerability
Cost (plus backups,
log, log archive)
Per-node hardware
requirements
Network hardware
requirements

Traditional
log shipping

Instant failover
Send log records

Page updates:
read, redo, write

Ship pages to create
Ship database backup
an additional mirror
and newer log records
Until an additional database copy exists
and becomes up-to-date
Multiple up-to-date database copies
Substantial CPU & I/O
on each secondary node
Page copies,
Log shipping,
new backup
new backup
Table 5. Comparison of failover techniques.

Log archiving:
sort + aggregate +
index
Ship new log records
Only during failover
itself
One up-to-date
database copy
Little CPU & I/O on
secondary nodes
Log shipping

Table 5 compares three alternative approaches for high availability. Traditional mirroring sends
entire page images to all secondary nodes whenever the primary node writes dirty pages from its buffer
pool to its local storage. In contrast, log shipping sends only the actual changes, encoded in log records.
Traditional log shipping simply applies and saves the received log records, whereas each secondary
node preparing for instant failover sorts and indexes the log records, possibly after aggregating them,
e.g., suppressing a “do” and a matching “undo” log records. Importantly, if there is no up-to-date
database on the secondary node, there is no need or opportunity to apply the received log records or to
read and write database pages.
The most significant differences are the vulnerability immediately after failover and the overall
system cost. With the traditional techniques, the system is “down one copy” after a failover until
creation of a new up-to-date copy of the database completes. Thus, the system is more vulnerable to
data loss immediately after a failover just when a failure is most likely due to the correlation among
failures observed in practice. In contrast, instant failover creates the new database copy incrementally
yet with immediate availability for queries and transaction processing at the new primary node. Thus,
there is no additional vulnerability during failover and recovery.
This difference has implications for the overall system cost. While the traditional techniques
require multiple copies, e.g., 3 or 5 copies in order to prevent data loss in multiple failures, instant
failover requires only a single up-to-date database plus database backups and log archives accessible
to multiple possible failover destinations. Moreover, less data processed and maintained in each
secondary node reduces the hardware requirements in each node as well as the network bandwidth
required before or after a failover.

13 Applications of instant failover
In principle, log shipping and instant failover apply to all networks, including wide-area networks
and distributed data centers. The following focuses on failures and failover in scalable clusters of colocated nodes, each with local storage and processing power.
For the mechanisms that Section 12 introduces, there are many possible policies. For example, if
an application needs both high availability and scalable capacity, some secondary nodes may provide
only high availability by instant failover while some other secondary nodes may also provide high
query capacity by maintaining an up-to-date database and processing queries on it. The present
section introduces additional mechanisms and again leaves policies to applications, deployment
models, and database administrators.
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13.1 Instant failback
After a failover, the original primary node may recover (reboot, reconnect) faster than the new
primary node can restore even half of the database. In such a case, the original primary node may
resume its assigned workload and finish all recovery faster than the original secondary node. The
required mechanism is another failover back to the original primary node. Local storage contents at
the original node may initially be out-of-date and the original node needs to catch up.
A traditional implementation technique first applies updates processed during failure and reboot,
and then applies updates processed during the first catch-up phase, etc., until the required catch-up
set is small and stopping the workload for a sufficient period is acceptable. Instead, catch-up can be
incremental and run on demand, with a background thread catching up those database pages not
immediately required by query and transaction processing.
Importantly, if the original database remains mostly intact, e.g., after a system failure (software
crash), or if even the buffer pool remains warm, e.g., after a failover due to a network failure, the
failback operation and its recovery logic may not even touch much of the database on persistent
storage. Only the log records created between failover and failback need “redo” recovery. If the working
set of an application fits in memory, most of the failback logic can execute in memory without access
to persistent storage.

Figure 31. Recovery of data in a restarted (formerly failed) node.
Figure 31 illustrates this situation. The original primary node (top left) still has its database and
perhaps even its buffer pool. The original secondary node (bottom right) has recovered much of the
application’s working set in its buffer pool as well as a few segments on persistent storage. Failback
can exploit the up-to-date segments and database pages in the original (and final) primary node and
needs to apply only the log records created on the failover node.
Thus, the original primary node needs to act as secondary node from failover to failback, i.e., while
the original secondary node processes transaction and generates new log records. If a network
disruption caused the failover, the original primary node needs to catch up such that it holds all log
records required for correct media recovery.
If the original primary node fails again soon after a failback, the original failover node can resume
its failover. Of course, the failover nodes requires all log records from the original primary node.
Database segments restored during the first failover may be still up-to-date and thus do not require
further recovery effort after the second failover. The required bookkeeping combines the segment
recovery map with the log records created by the original primary node between the failback and the
second failover. Note that failback to the original primary node is similar to aborting a database
migration, i.e., migration back to the original media (Section 10.4).

13.2 Failover pools
For the fastest possible failover, a secondary node may pre-start a database server process with no
information yet in transaction manager, lock manager, and buffer pool – at least none of it for the
database failing over. Such a server can take over for any database. A pre-started database server
might serve other databases before and after it takes over for a failed database. Thus, instant failover
may add information into the server state of an active server, which might require evicting some
information from within this server, in particular database pages from the buffer pool.
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In general, there might be not just a single secondary node but multiple nodes. In case of a failure
of the primary node, one of the secondary nodes must take over. We ignore here the question on how
to choose among multiple secondary nodes and focus on techniques and mechanisms for instant
failover on the chosen secondary node.
Conversely, a single node may partition its data such that failover spreads responsibility widely
to multiple secondary nodes. In this case, log shipping must split the log records to the correct
secondary nodes. The remainder discusses failing over an entire database but it might be only a
partition within a database.
Finally, a node may serve as a secondary node for multiple databases or even multiple primary
nodes. This assumes, of course, that this node holds backups of all pertinent databases and receives a
log-shipping stream from all relevant databases and nodes. If node failures are rare and independent
of each other such that double failures are exceedingly rare, such a design promises to be viable.
Two possible deployment options suggest themselves. First, a large set of primary nodes serve the
database workload with only a few secondary nodes. All secondary nodes have access to all backups
and all log archives, e.g., in shared network-attached storage. If one of the primary nodes fails, any of
the secondary nodes can take over and assume the role of the specific failed node. With this deployment
design, a few extra servers may achieve high availability rather than twice or thrice the number of
required servers as in traditional designs for high availability.

Figure 32. A small failover pool for many primary nodes.
Figure 32 illustrates a large set of working nodes (blue), each serving as primary node for its
partition of the database, and a small set of stand-by nodes (yellow, green, and red), each ready to
serve as failover node. Some of the working nodes might have up-to-date copies (using traditional log
shipping or mirroring) that provide additional read-only capacity but can also server as failover nodes;
one such node is shown (green) in the top row. All stand-by nodes require access to the backups and
log archives of all working nodes. Thus, as in this example, each working node could archive its own
recovery log into shared storage.
Second, a large set of nodes may serve as secondary nodes for one another, in such a way that each
node has multiple partitions and any failure spreads the load across multiple nodes. Thus, even with
a small number of failures, service continues with reasonable performance. Each partition requires
multiple secondary nodes such that load balancing after is possible in cases of multiple node failures.
Of course, until failover, a partition requires log archiving in a secondary node.

13.3 Elasticity
Failover, failback, multiple partitions per node, etc. are valuable not only for failures but also for
elastic database deployments, i.e., load balancing in the absence of failures, while one database or
partition experiences high temporary workloads. Note that some designs for elasticity distinguish
“stateful” storage nodes and stateless processing nodes, elastically growing and shrinking the
processing nodes but not the storage nodes. Instant failover and related techniques permit elastically
growing and shrinking the set of storage nodes.
The essential idea, of course, is to divide the workload into more partitions than there are nodes
in the cluster and to initiate failover of individual partitions from a heavily loaded node to a lightly
loaded node. The latter may be a node only recently added in order to grow the cluster.
For shrinking a cluster, the approach is to remove all workloads from a node by failing its
partitions over to other nodes. As a cluster shrinks and nodes exit, these nodes must shed
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responsibilities as primary nodes for some partitions and as secondary nodes for other partitions.
Failing over the role of secondary node is simpler with instant failover than with traditional techniques
for high availability. Giving a newly designated secondary node access to a backup and the log archive
is easier than transferring a complete, up-to-date copy of the database and the maintenance
responsibility for it.

13.4 Summary of instant failover applications
In summary, while most instant failover techniques improve availability of databases and their
applications, the techniques in this section also improve load balancing and data center costs.

14 File systems and data files
Many modern file systems rely on journaling for failure-atomic writes to multiple pages. Contrary
to the occasional misunderstanding, journaling is not equal to write-ahead logging. In write-ahead
logging, log records persist beyond a transaction and its commit logic, whereas file system journals
erase all information once propagated into the file system. In other words, failure-atomic writes
provide the “A” (atomicity) of transactions’ “ACID” properties but fail to ensure or even contribute to
the “D” (durability). Further differences are the well-defined transaction concept in databases, userdefined transaction boundaries, a fine granularity of locking, i.e., smaller than a page, e.g., recordlevel locking or key-value locking, and the ability to ensure continued absence (for phantom protection,
serializability, and “repeatable count” transaction isolation) other than by inserting dummy files with
the appropriate file names.
The following assumes a file system with write-ahead logging and a long-lived recovery log or a
log archive. With log records that persist in the recovery log or a log archive, file systems can provide
the benefits of single-page recovery, instant restart, instant restore, and instant failover not only to
their internal structured information but also to their data blocks filled with user-defined or
unstructured information.
Database-like information in a file system can use database techniques. This includes free space
management as well as directories and other metadata, even indirection blocks within large data files.
Beyond logging, this applies to many database concepts for both concurrency control and recovery. It
also applies to indexing, including normalization, de-normalization (e.g., merged indexes or b-trees of
multiple record types in a single sort order), compression (including prefix and suffix truncation
specific to sorted indexes such as b-trees), update optimizations (e.g., partitioned b-trees similar to logstructured b-trees, but with all partitions within a single b-tree and with incremental merge steps as
side effect of query execution), etc.
The remainder of this section focuses on data blocks with user-defined or unstructured contents
but without page header and thus without space for PageLSN values, which are required for exactlyonce application of updates and fundamental for all recovery techniques in earlier sections. The
principal technique is to augment each pointer to a data block in order to enable both fault detection
and repair.

14.1 Fault detection
Each file has a collection of pointers to data blocks. Often a single pointer and a counter of
contiguous data blocks is called an extent. Fault detection and repair can focus on individual data
blocks, on entire extents, or on fragments of a few data blocks.
The general approach is to adapt the techniques of self-repairing b-tree indexes (Section 4.1) into
self-repairing data files. With data blocks filled to capacity with user contents and without space for a
PageLSN value, a file system can embed a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value with each child
pointer. Alternative parity calculations are equally possible, with the obvious tradeoffs between size
and assurance, i.e., the danger of undetected faults due to equal parity values. Note that a parity value
is required for each fragment, i.e., each unit of fault detection and repair.
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Like nodes in self-repairing b-tree indexes, self-repairing data files must employ only a single
pointer to each extent or fragment. With that pointer, there must be a parity value for each fragment.
Each access can readily verify whether a fragment’s contents match the parity value.
The fragment size can be difficult design decision. On one hand, large fragments reduce the storage
overhead for parity values. On the other hand, small fragments reduce the overhead of parity
verification. Thus, it seems worthwhile to permit fragments of multiple pages as well as multiple
fragments in an allocation extent.

14.2 Fault repair
If a data access detects that the current contents of the data page has an unexpected parity value,
single-page recovery brings the data page up-to-date using the recovery log or log archive. Discussions
below address contents and size of log records. The first difficulty is to find the most recent log record
for a data page. One obvious option is to augment each pointer to a data page with an expected LSN
value. This is similar to ChildLSN values in self-repairing indexes; any differences are due to the
distinctions of data page, fragment, and extent.

Figure 33. Augmented pointers to data pages.
Figure 33 illustrates a parent page, usually called an indirection block, within a self-repairing file.
The data page contains only data and therefore no page header of any kind. The indirection block
attaches to each pointer to a data page a CRC value and an LSN value. When fetching the data page
in the buffer pool guided by the indirection block, the file system verifies that the stored page image
satisfies the cyclic redundancy check. If not, it recovers the correct and up-to-date contents for the data
page by traversing the chain of log records pertaining to the data page and, if the data page has been
in use since before the last file system backup, by fetching an older page image from a file system
backup.

14.3 Logging small updates
For a partial page update, the contents for the log records may be computed using an “exclusive
or” operation of old and new page contents. Within an “x-or” image, run-length encoding can readily
compress the unmodified parts of the data page. Both “redo” and “undo” can use such a log record;
there is no separate “redo” and “undo” information. Moreover, recovery may apply multiple such log
records in any sequence and log archiving can easily aggregate such log records.
In ARIES recovery, a PageLSN value is akin to a timestamp or a version number and permit
guaranteed exactly-only application of each update. Without page header or PageLSN value,
guarantees for exactly-once updates must rely on parity values. If an access finds a data page with a
parity value other than the expected value, traversal of the page-by-page log chain goes to most recent
backup or to a log record that matches the parity value on the page image. In other words, updates
must include the post-update parity value in each log record. While not absolutely guaranteed, parity
values of 64 or 128 bits provide sufficient certainty. If not, it is also possible to copy some bytes from
each data page into its pointer page in order to create space for a PageLSN value on the data page.
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14.4 Logging large updates
While file updates smaller than a page can be logged similarly to database updates, there clearly
is a need and opportunity for optimizations for large file operations, in particular for newly allocated
pages, e.g., in file creation. Overwriting a file may use copy-on-write, i.e., a transactional file system
may write a separate copy and delete the original file when the overwriting transaction commits.
When writing a newly allocated data page, traditional logging writes two copies of the page to the
recovery log (because the log is usually mirrored) and then another copy during log archiving (which
usually uses a RAID-6 device). Thus, logging is more expensive than mirroring for new pages. A new
technique, instant log archiving or direct log archiving, reverses this imbalance by writing the new
page contents directly to the log archive, of course in runs sorted and indexed on page identifier. In
addition, it writes a short log records to the recovery log about the page allocation and the archived
page contents. Thus, new pages are written not four times (as required when logging and archiving in
dual copy), not three times (as required for mirroring resilient to two failures, as used in many reliable
file systems) but only two times (in the data store and the log archive) plus some redundancy required
by RAID for the log archive, e.g., RAID-6. Instant log archiving holds an advantage over traditional
mirroring file systems by its a reduction in overall write volume, in addition to the other benefits of
instant recovery such as instant single-page repair, instant system restart, instant media restore,
instant node failover, obsolete incremental backups, and remote virtual backups.

Figure 34. Direct log archiving for new data pages.
Figure 34 illustrates data movement in direct log archiving of new file pages. One copy of each
page goes into the file system and one to the log archive. The latter implies some redundancy and
additional write volume in the RAID device. A small log record in the recovery log links the transaction,
the update, and the page image in the log archive.
Direct log archiving seems promising not only for new data pages in a file system but also in a
database. For example, if performance tuning leads to a new secondary index for one of the database
tables, the traditional optimization relies on allocation-only logging during the actual index creation
and later copying the new index into the log archive. Thus, the traditional technique requires scanning
the entire new index during log backup. The new technique writes the new index pages immediately
to two locations, i.e., to the database and to the log archive.

14.5 Summary of instant recovery in file systems
In summary, instant recovery and all its individual techniques apply to not only databases but
also file systems. Instead of file system journaling, which really just writes each page twice, instant
recovery requires write-ahead logging with archiving all log records between backup operations.
Structured data within a file system, e.g., directories and file properties can use tables and indexes.
Unstructured and user-defined file contents, stored in data pages without page headers and thus
without PageLSN value, log small updates using XOR and large updates using direct archiving. Cyclic
redundancy check or other parity values enable continuous incremental consistency checks.
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15 Performance and scalability
This section shows typical performance results for instant restart and instant restore, each with a
large buffer pool holding the application’s entire working set and with a small buffer pool that incurs
buffer faults during transaction processing. The intention here is not a comprehensive evaluation of
performance, scalability, or tradeoffs; the purpose here is to demonstrate that instant restart and
instant restore, both based on single-page repair and single-transaction rollback, promise
substantially shorter perceived downtimes than possible with traditional ARIES techniques. In other
words, instant recovery improves system availability by improving the perceived mean time to repair.
It is orthogonal to other techniques that might improve the mean time to failure.
The experimental hardware is a dual-socket Intel Xeon X5670 with 24 hardware threads and
96 GB of DRAM. Log and database are on 256-GB Samsung 840 Pro SSDs. The operating system is
Ubuntu Linux 14.04 Kernel 3.13.0. The buffer pool is 70 GB and thus larger than the database; the
log buffer is 20 GB and thus larger than the recovery log in the tests below. The test database is TPCC scale factor 100 with 13 GB initial size and a growth rate of about 1,200 pages (9.6 MB) per second.
The recovery log grows to 19 GB in 5 minutes or about 65 MB/s. Checkpoints are taken every 5
seconds; these checkpoints log lists of dirty database pages in the buffer pool rather than force those
pages to storage. The buffer pool forces a dirty database page to storage only when evicting the page;
there is no active page cleaner. Thus, “redo” after a restart must repeat 19 GB of log records, whereas
“undo” is negligible due to a workload exclusively running short transactions.

15.1 System failure and restart
The first experiment runs a transaction processing workload and forces a system failure after 5
minutes. The results are typical for all kinds of databases and eventually file systems – neither the
best possible nor the worst possible.

Figure 35. Transaction processing rates before and after restart.
Figure 35 illustrates transaction rates before, during, and after recovery from a system failure.
During the first 5 minutes, the system runs normally, processing transactions, writing log records,
taking system checkpoints, etc. Then a software crash occurs and restart begins immediately.
ARIES shows more than 3 minutes before new transactions can run. The “undo” phase takes only
the last 3 seconds of that time; therefore, ARIES variants that permit new transactions during the
“undo” phase would make no practical difference in this case.
Instant restart spends a substantial time loading old log records. Log analysis loads only the log
records back to the last good pre-crash checkpoint; “redo” requires many more and much older log
records because the buffer pool logic in this experiment is very lazy cleaning dirty pages. Once all
required log records are cached, “redo” recovery guided by new transactions kicks in and the
transaction rate grows very quickly.
A larger buffer pool with more database pages, including more dirty database pages at the time of
the software crash, would extend recovery times. A buffer pool with more aggressive page cleaning
would reduce “redo” recovery in both restart technologies.
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15.2 Media failure and restore
The second experiment runs that same transaction processing workload and forces a media failure
after 10 minutes. Again, these results are typical for all kinds of databases and eventually file systems
– neither the best possible nor the worst possible.

Figure 36. Transaction processing rates before and after restore.
Figure 36 illustrates transaction rates before, during, and after recovery from a media failure.
During the first 10 minutes, the system runs normally at about 12,000 transactions per second. Then
a media failure occurs and the system immediately invokes recovery to a “cold stand-by” (formatted
but empty) replacement disk.
The diagram does not show traditional restore, which would take hours. Even IBM’s “fast log
apply” would take perhaps an hour to completion, which would also be the time to the first new
transaction querying or updating the data.
In contrast, single-pass recovery (red curve) takes about 17 minutes to complete media recovery
including log replay. Hardware bandwidth on the backup device and the replacement device limit the
performance of single-pass recovery. After recovery, the transaction rate returns to normal almost
immediately.
Instant restore (green curve) enables new transactions immediately, including both read-only and
read-write transactions, with quickly increasing transaction rates. Of course, instant restore also
requires 17 minutes or a little more to complete the restore operation, but at least the application is
up-and-running right away.
Instant restore with a large buffer pool (blue curve) shows how transaction processing may
continue, practically without interruption, if the buffer pool can hold the entire working set of the
application. Since pages images resident in the buffer pool do not require any restore operation, the
application may use them with triggering restore logic for individual pages or segments. In the
background, single-pass restore recovers the lost media contents to a replacement device.
In a system with large storage devices, the differences would be even more dramatic. For example,
a modern disk drive with large capacity and high transfer bandwidth requires 8 TB / 250 MB/s =
32,000 sec ≈ 9 hours just to restore a backup, i.e., not counting log replay. In other words, a system
with state-of-the-art large disk drives would be offline for at least 9 hours offline time versus
immediate read-write transactions.
In a system with large memory and a large database buffer pool, the increase in transaction rates
would come even faster. For example, if the working set fits in the buffer pool, the full transaction rate
comes practically instantaneously.

15.3 Summary of performance and scalability
In summary, instant recovery performs as expected. During restart after a system failure,
transaction rates start to climb immediately after log analysis and caching old log records required for
“redo.” Recovery completes about as fast as with traditional techniques. During restore after a media
failure, transaction rates start to climb immediately after a replacement device is available. Recovery
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completes much faster with single-pass restore than with traditional restore techniques including
IBM’s fast log apply.
Not surprisingly, during recovery from a failure, transaction rates do not equal those of failurefree systems. The value of instant recovery is the ability to conduct business rather than not run any
queries or transactions at all. In other words, a business user will compare the transaction rates during
recovery with a system that is offline as in traditional recovery rather than with failure-free system.

16 Conclusions
In summary, modern hardware triggered research into detection and recovery of single-page
failures, which created opportunities for on-demand, incremental, seemingly instant recovery from
system and media failures. Moreover, efficient single-page recovery creates opportunities for more
reliable data stores, e.g., in the form of self-repairing indexes, and for more efficient operations, e.g.,
using write elision and read elision.
For incremental recovery from media failures, two further innovations were required: indexing
backup files and partially sorted, indexed log archives. Partially sorted log archives, optionally indexed
for on-demand use, permit both efficient creation from the active recovery log and efficient use during
restore operations. Archiving employs principally the logic of run generation well known from external
merge sort; restoration employs principally the merge logic well known from external merge sort and,
in database query processing, merge join.
Efficient restore operations even from a very large log archive enables efficient log replay: instead
of many random I/O operations in the database, database pages from the backup media and log records
from the log archive only require merging. Large units of I/O ensure restore bandwidth near the limits
of the devices employed. Thus, there is no longer any use for differential and incremental backup
media; restore operation may simply merge the last full backup with the log archive. Similar logic also
permits creating an up-to-date full backup without touching the active database; merging the previous
backup with the log archive gives the same result with almost the same effort.
Recovery from a node failure combines instant restart and instant restore into instant failover. In
contrast to prior techniques that require multiple up-to-date copies of the database, instant failover
builds a new up-to-date copy of the database as guided by actual transactions and in the background.
This reduces the vulnerability during recovery, because both traditional mirroring and traditional log
shipping are down by one copy after a failure whereas instant failover never is.
Instant recovery reduces not only downtime but also hardware requirements. A promising next
step exploits instant failover to reduce the number of nodes required in a data center. Instead of one
or multiple stand-by nodes for each active node, e.g., 3N nodes including N active nodes, a shared pool
of just a few stand-by nodes may be equipped with access to database backups and log archives on
shared storage. Note that, once failover has occurred, the active database and the active recovery log
may be local to the new active node. The great advantage of the design is that it requires merely a few
shared stand-by nodes, e.g., N+3 nodes including N active nodes. For a data center with N=100 or
more active nodes, the change from 3N to N+3 permits substantial savings from infrastructure to
power consumption.

Figure 37. Recovery techniques and their dependencies.
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Figure 37 illustrates relationships among many of the techniques introduced by this research.
Traditional techniques such as write-ahead logging and exactly-once “redo” are crucial components of
the family of techniques called instant recovery. The core enabling technology is single-page repair as
a complement to single-transaction rollback – together, these two techniques permit incremental, ondemand recovery from system failures (software crashes), media failures (hardware faults), and node
failures (including network disconnect). Another core technique is sorting the log archive – it enables
not only single-pass restore but also instant backups and virtual backups and it renders incremental
backups as well as frequent full backups obsolete. Finally, indexing backups and the log archive
enables incremental, on-demand restore logic for instant restore, instant failover, and instant failback.
The latter two of these in turn enable elastic database clusters with stateful nodes as well as failover
pools with only a handful of stand-by failover destination and thus data centers shrunk to a fraction
of their traditional sizes.
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Traditional
Purpose, advantage,
Instant recovery
(ARIES)
comments
Create new database
Activity after
Copying requires
copy, ship out new
Ship new log records
failover
bandwidth
log records
“Down by one copy”
Instant recovery
Vulnerability to
Vulnerability to data loss
until new up-to-date incrementally creates a
data loss during
during recovery equal to
database copy is
new database copy from
recovery
a failure-free system
complete
backup and log archive
Table 6. Individual techniques in ARIES recovery and in instant recovery.
Table 6 summarizes the main differences in the recovery algorithms of traditional (ARIES)
recovery and instant recovery. For single-page failures, the per-page chain of log records within the
recovery log enables efficient single-page repair. For system failures, instant restart enables new
transactions soon after reboot – fewer than a failure-free system but more than a system entirely
occupied with “redo” and “undo” recovery. For media failures, a partially sorted log archive enables
single-pass restore, i.e., re-creation of an up-to-date, transactionally correct database copy in a time
similar to the first of five phases in traditional restore operations. Moreover, using indexes on backups
and on runs in the partially sorted log archive, instant restore enables new transactions very soon
after provisioning a formatted but empty replacement device. For node failures, instant failover
enables new transactions very soon after failover to a node with access to an indexed backup and log
archive but without the need for its own up-to-date database copy. Instant failover reduces pre-failure
activities on secondary nodes, perceived mean time to repair after a node or communication failure,
and vulnerability to data loss during recovery from a node or communication failure. Finally, this
paper also introduces multiple variants and applications for each of these techniques.
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